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~ditorial

DON MORRiSON

The arrival of 1990 brings with if a new era, an era
in which the future
of the Dragon
is very much
uncertain.
It is a marvel
injeed that the Dragon
still
thrives
today,
and a reflection
of the
dedication and enthusiasm of the Dragon fraternity.
And it need be said that without such dedication and
loyalty, the Dragon ~ould undoubtedly have followed
the same path as the Oric, the Lynx and the Genie
many years ago.
It
must
be stated,
however,
that the Dragon
fraternity must not rest on their laurels •••despite
the efforts of those few, the future of the Dragon is
still very much in doubt. One need only witness the
Weston example
to realise that the problem of user
apathy
is
indeed
vast and that the gulf
in
communication must be bridged.
On a more positive note, it is clear that commercial
support for the Dragon is set to continue into the
90's. Pulser
Software,
one of the leading software
houses, have announced further releases for 1990 as
have smaller companies such as Dragonfire, Dragsoft
and Knight Software.
On the subject of shows, both Preston Games and the
NDUG have confirmed their intention to stage shows in
Ossett and Hove respectively
and once again the
likelyhood
of an Alternative Micro Show is possible.
And although th~re is no firm confirmation, it seems
that providing
the earlier shows prove successful,
Andrew
Hill's
A-M Enterprises
might well stage
another Weston show.
There is very
little news information at present.
Robin Hemmings has taken control of ailing Dragonfire
Services whilst Andrew Hill has set up another Dragon
company.
West
German
Hardware
manufacturers,
Siegfrieds,
have
pulled
out of the market and the
newly
created
public
domain
library,
DRAX, has
announced that it is to develop the D~agon version of
OUTRUN •••though the fruits of Barry Hitchings' labour
have yet to be 3avoured.
Features this
Issue include an Exclusive interview
with 6809 Editor, Roger Quaintance, a report from the
recent Colour Computer Convention and the first in a
series of Program listings from Ray Smith's USA CoCo
conversions.
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LETTERS

If you woul~ like to correspond Mith any section of ~
the magazine write to Dragon Legic, 72 DirilbijQht
Road, Inverness, IV2 lGT.

must congratulate you on Dragon Logic Issues 7-9, the magazine seems to grow in stature
with every edition and the content becomes more and more professional. It's Nell
presented, very informative, very readable and as I said, very professional. You have
quite an Editorial flair and it tends to make the other Dragoo magazines look very
immature ~ unprofessional in comparison,
Regarding. Public Domain, I've been absolutely snowed under with Tandy CoCo disks frOG the
United States for the CoCo 1,2 and 3. If anybody cares to write to me enclo'sing·a dilk and
SOp for postage and packing, I'll send them a database full of program names. 1'. afraid
that's all I've prepared up to now, entering further details of all the·progral5 is a
monumental task and one beyond me at present.
I've only got then on disk, I'm afraid and have no intention of putting theRl.on cassette,
anyone who has a tape based CoCo ~ill have to find someone with a disk· system who's
willing to convert those programs which are suitable for cassette operation.
Ray Smith, 5 Glen Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset, BH14 OHF.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~. have some news concerning the future of Dragonfire Services and Dragon Magazine. Andrew
Hill will continue to organise the latter whenever he can get enough material to produce
~n Issue. As for Dragonfire Services, 1 will be running that myself from December 10th
onwards. The company had been bought on the morning of the Weston show, including the PO
library, and since that date, Dragonfire and Dragon Magazine are officially separate.
Because of all this, the question presents itself: am I to continue writing for Dragon
Logic? Obviously it is unfair to ask me to review any Dragonfire programs. It is also
fundamentally unfair to let the proprietor of one company review another's products in an
unbiased publication. However, the Dragon market is not exactly ·competitive" and in the
light of a distinct shortage of Dragon contributors you may wish to keep ~ as on
occasional revie~ler - all I can say is that I will try to be as impartial as possible.
Robin Hemmings, Dragonfire Services, B Ingleby Road, Wigston, Leicester, LEB lOG.
Editor Replies:As one of Dragon Logic's most prolific writers,'Robin Hemmings is a valued
member of the Dragon fraternity and one hopes that the financial and personal sacrifices
he has made to gain control of Dragonfire are repaid by the buying public. It is a pity
that Andrew Hill should feel the need to part with Dragpofire Services and unfortunately
·5uch a decision will do little to sooth fears amongst th~ Dragon fraternity.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bad news I'm afraid - I appear to have lost my spare ~opy of Drax programs and unless 1
can find it, it appears that Drax programs may be lost forever.
.
Despite this, Drax Public Domain will continue and I'd like to hear frollanyone with
material to contribute, otherwise Drax may fold before it really begins. On a lighter
note, I'~ learning 6809 Machine Code at a fast rate and so Machine code prograes may soon
be on the horizon.
Barry Hitchings, Drax PO, 123 Cowick Road, Tooting, London, SW17 BLJ.

NEWS

If you have any new products for the DragonSoftware or Hardware - write to Dragon Logic, 72
Diriebught Road, Inverness, IV2 3QT.

Dragoo Logic writer, Robin Hemmings, has taken control of troubled Dragonfire Services. Mr
H~ings aqQUired the Software company as well as the Public Domain Library during the
recent Colour Computer Convention in Weston, the last major computing event of the 80'5.
Former proprietor, Andrew Hill, will continue to maintain his links with the Dragon
cOlRmunitythrough Dragon Magazine which he intends to publish on a semi-regular basis. The
takeover comes at a time when speculation over the company's future had begun to
intensify, particularly as it has failed to make any significant impact on the software
market during the last 12 months.
Meanwhile· Robin Hemmings has agreed to continue his work with Dragon Logic, a decision
which he feels will in no way affect the impartial nature of the magazine.
Dragonfire can now be contacted via Robin Hemmings at 8 lngleby Road, Wigston, Leicester, .
LE8 lOG.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Oragsoft has announced details of its next major release. The program, entitled 'Slow But
Sure', is described by Drag50ft as the ·ultimate in Basic Screen Dumps" and is said to
d~ Text, Low-Res and Hi-Res Graphics, upright or sideways and featuring 4 sizes. The
progral is also expected to be Epson compatible.
Meanwhile the company are continuing to release their three maiden releases ••• Data &
Loader, priced at £2, Setter, available for £2.50 and Fonebill, priced at £3. Tape,
Dragondos and Superdos formats are all supported.
Write to Dragsoft, 41 Hereford Street, Presteigne Powys, LDB 2AT for further details.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The recent Colour Computer Convention is said to have attracted significantly less
visitors than the original event, held in 1988, with estimates at between 80 and 100. Some
exhibitors suggested that a lack of publicity had dampened users' interest in the show,
whilst others claimed that the location 'of the show was to blame.
One source claimed that it seemed unlikely that show organiser, Andrew Hill, would have
cleared his expenses with Mike Townsend of Dragsoft stating that by 2 O'Clock the show had
completely "died".
Pulser Software nor Harry Massey of Computape were able to attend the event but
nevertheless the show featured many of the leading Dragon suppliers including Pre;ton
Games, Knight Software, Dragonfire Services and the NDUG.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunnysoft have produced what are likely to be their last releases for so~e time.
Proprietor Roger Quaintance has been forced to suspend work on further titles due to his
recent takeover and it is unlikely that he'will continue to programme due to his heavy
schedule.
The companY'i releases include Callsign Locator, Distance and Bearing and Masterdisk, all
of which are priced at £2.50. Contact Sunnysoft at PO BOX 13, Ilfracombe.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The National Dragon Users Group have converted the hugely successful adventure game Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy, to ·Dragon format. The adventure, based on the popular
aBC Television series, is said to be the largest full length text adventure for the
Dragon, ?nd i: therefore available on disk only, priced £5.
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Interrupt'shave been mentioned in various Dragon magazines from time to time. For exallple,
Peter Whittaker's "Splitz" article in Dragon User discussed them at some length. However,
my first attempts at using interrupts merely resul ted in colourful and interesting crashes
which RESET did nothing to halt. Useful as interrupts may be, I decided, as they wouldn't
work I ~Iouldgive up.
Some time later I actually needed an interrupt-driven routine, and was forced to stick at
it until I got the desired results. This article isaimed at those who failed to progress
past those crashes (quite understandably!) and for whom interrupts are very shady
creatures indeed.
There are certain different kinds of interrupts which the Dragon uses. The lost useful
I:i nd is also the hardest to use. It is reall y the onl y true type, but the others are 50
similar that they are usuall y bracketed together. I'll deal with these ·purist's"
interrupts first.
What an
interrupt does is to take control away from the code being executed (which ~ay
be absolutely anything - except another interrupt), complete a certain task, and restore
control to the original at the same place and with all registers intact as if nothing had
hctppened. The most useful interrupt is known as the IRQ (Interrupt ReQuest) and is called
into play 50 times a second, so you can imagine how short its routine is. In fact what
this routine does is to increment the TIMER and to decrement the generil purpose counter
at 141/142 when this is required, (If disks are attached then it also counts down the ti~e
until the disk motor has to be stopped, but we'll assume that no DOS is attached).
So how does the computer know where to go in memory to find the interrupt routine every
50th of a second? The answer is that when it shelves whatever it's doing in favour of the
IRQ it always executes the instruction at location 268. Normally this contains the
instruction JMP $9030, but we can replace this with another instruction, as long as it is
no longer that JMP $9030 - three bytes. If we change the $9D3D to the start address of our
ol~n routine then we have infad redirected the input, and our routine will be executed 50
times a second.
There is a snag with this, however. The original routine is now not being executed at all.,
This will have two effects: both the TIMER and the general purpose counter will freeze.
The latter will cause a crash. So what we must .to is execut~ our routine AS WELL AS the
RON routine. This is easily done; instead of ending our routine with an RTS (or RTI,
ReTurn from Interrupt) we JMP $9030.
Let's put all this into practice, then. We'll start with a simple routine to print an A in
the middle of the screen, With an AlLDREAM cartridge installed, I would CLEAR 200, ~H63FFi
EXEC 49152 and assemble the following:
LOA
£65
STA
$0516
JMP
$9D3D
Now we face the task of redirecting the interrupt to our routine at $6400. This can be
done by POf:E269,~H64:POKE 270,0 - replacing the $9030 with $6400. Simple enough?
If you did as I asked then your Dragon may well be functioning as nor~al but with a letter
A in the middle of the screen. On the other hand, it may be crashing. Switch off and

repeat the process a couple of times until you get the desired result. What is causing
this strange behaviour?
The problem is created by the computer executing your first POKE, then calling the
interrupt and (supposedly) returning to execute the next POf(E. In effect the address is
only HALF-ALTERED when it is called. This mayor may not'be the case: the computer ~ay
execute both commands without interrupting, but if it places an interrupt between the tHO
you're in trouble. It is not Executing ~9D3D or $6400. It's executing $6430, which could
be anything!
There are a number of conceivable solution to this problem. I use trial and error to get
the routine working, with the new address at 269/270, and then CSAVEM"PATCH",269,270, <any
number). Then, in future, instead of POKEing the numbers in, you simply CLOADM"PATCH". The
IRQ is not called when the cassette is functioning, so there is no danger.
Another kind of interrupt which you may find useful would be more accurately referred to
as "Expansion Vectors". In fact, these aren't really interrupts at all but are so similar
in operation that they deserve a mention. There are 25 3-byte instructions, similar to the
one we've already looked at, that start at location 350. The only difference is that these
all contain RTS instructions, in other words, they are not used, but are reserved for
expansion by YOU,
I'll give an e>:ample. At location 386 is the "LINE INPUT" vector. Just before the computer
executes a LINE INPUT statement,it performs a JSR $386, sees an RTS and returns to perform
the LINE INPUT, Now, the user is completely free to change this RTS to any JMP instruction
to his own routine, This routine should be ended with an RTS. Then, every time a LINE
INPUT is lIlet,this routine will be executed first.
A full list of these vectors can be found on page 37 of the February 1986 Dragon User, but
here's a quick list of those I consider most useful:
350 - called before an OPEN command.
374 - called before a CLOSE command.
383 - called before the keyboard is checked for SHIFT + @.
386 - LINE INPUT
404 - called before RUN, Used by OragonDOS.
410 - called before ANY BASIC command.
416 - called before CLS, GET and PUT.
Moving swiftly on to the last knd of interrupts - known as "software interrupts". These
work on the sa~e principle as the IRQ, but instead of being called 50 times a second, they
are only called when you want them to be called. That is, in a machine code program, if
the instruction "SWl" is encountered then the SWI vector is jumped to, There are three
such corr~ands: SWl, SW12 and SW13, Respectively, their vectors are 4t: 262,259,256, I've
never used these and I can't think of many uses for them, but there you go. You lIlayfind
thellluseful.
I hope you have found this article informative in some way. The information used has been
gained from two sources - the aforementioned "Splitz" and Srian tadge's "Firmware" sed as
in Dragon User. Most of it, though, has be found through trial and error.
This article
is in place of Jonathan Cartwright's
scheduled
feature.
We regret
that following
Jonathan's
decision to dissolve all previous links
with the Dragon,
due to his being at University,
this present
feature marks the end of Programmers
I Log i c .
......
__...

HARDWARE
The choic~ of which Joystick to invest in has often proved a difficult decision for Arcade
users amongst the Dragon fraternity. And, inevitably, the task of locating a suitable
Joystick has been more difficult since the demise of Dragon Data and the countless
Hardware companies which have followed their path!
Therefore the choice is li~ited in the extreme, with a mere handful of Jeysticks being
available to the Dragon public. One of the lost popular Joysticks, and one which has
indeed stood the test of time, was Dragon Data's own Potentiometer design. Now marketed by
Preston Games, amongst others, The Potentiometer Design was the first serious atteept at
providing Arcade users with the Blastef_ficient method of Gameplay.
However as Software became more sophisticated, the Potentiometer began to reveal its
failings and led the way for the Quickshot series of Joysticks to make their i~act on the
market. Converted to Dragon use by Microdeal, the Quickshot series have ;prOved their
worth," boasting Ilillions of users across the Computing
spectrun,
TURBO-VAC
More joy for Games users came in the form of the Konix
Joystick, featuring a most unusual design. In January 1986
sales of the Konix reached 3500 a week and rose in December
of the sallieyear to a staggering 50000. The sheer strength of
the Joystick has ensured a steady rise in sales of Konix,
which besides the Dragon, is available for ~ost·popular
Computers. Further advances in design and technology were
L----J
made in 1988 with the release of Harry Whitehouse's Touch Sensitive Joystick, which is
said to be revolutionary in its design. The Joystick features no floving parts and responds
entirely to the position of the operators hand on four touch sensitive pads. Following the
demise of Harry Whitehouse, the Joystick is now being marketed by Peaksoft's forler
Technical adviser, Hartin Cleghorn.
The need for faster and more sensitive Joysticks has inevitably given rise to the birth of
numerous Joystick interfaces, the most recent being ALTAI's Dragon/Tandy Joystic~
Interface.
The device, now marketed by the National Dragon Users Group ,enable one to use either a'
Commodore or Atari Joystick with the Dragon. And according to Group Chairman, Paul Grade,
the device works well with any Joystick which features a type '0' socket, including the
range of Ouickshot Joysticks. The Interface, originally produced in Taiwan, is a sturdy
device and can accomdate up to two Joysticks at a time.
Sales of the Interface have apparently gone well, due to its low cost, but the NDUG assure
us that in the event of a shortage, the origi~al stockists, Greenwald Computing, will
ensure that the supply of Interfaces meets delland. The product is available frOG Paul
Grade, priced £2.20 (including post and packinq) and can be obtained by writing to the
NDUG at 6 Navarino Road, Worthing, Sussex.
One of the most original and inventive computing accessories to emerge during the Festive
Season was the Turbo-Vac, a portable miniature cleaning system. A comparativley new
device, the battery operated Turbo-Vac system is ideal for Stereo and Video equip;ent' as
well as Computer keyboards and comes complete with its own set of accessories. Available
from most computer stockists, the Turbo-vac retails for around £4.99
7
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PROGRAMMING
For the past fE!lft
IIIOI1ths,Ray 5c1ith and Jason
Shouler, have undertaken the unenviable task
of converting a vast quantity of US COCO
software titles to Dragon format.
Imported from the United States, the
software collection comprises of a vast
array of games, utilities and tutorials, all
of which are to be made freely availaole to
the UK Dragon com~ity,
And throug~.,the generosity of Ray Smith,
Dragon Logic has aqquired a lar~e number of
programs from the newly created Public
DOiain Library, lost of which will be
published in the co~ing ~onths.
This e~ition we begin with TAPE INVENTORY,
produced by Richard Sqanga in t9B3, This
utility allows the tape user to calalgoue
one's cassette collection, detailing exactly
~here each program is located. Facilities
incorporated in the progra~ allow you to
LOAD/SAVE files, Enter files, Scroll, Alter
files, Delete files, Sorts files, produce
Hardcopies and Veri fy tape contents.
Other programs in the series will include a
range of gales and utilities and one to look
forward to is 'Diggem' an entertaining
arcade g~e si~ilar to '!1r Dig',
rhese and other titles are all available
frOi the newly created Public Domain Library
and can be obtained at nominal charges from
Ray Saith, 5 Bien Road, Parkstone, Poole,
Dorset, BH14 OHF.
PI,ase Dot, that Soft~~re is not in the
public dOlain unless it has been donated for
this purpos, by the author, Pr09rals
.ppur ing i. Dngon
Logic and other
publications are the copyright of those
publications, or of the author, and lust not
bt reproduced without the pUlission of all
th, copyright-holders.

10 6OTOlOOOO
FOR FILE SIZE
30 CLEAR 12oo0:5=300:0IN X,Y,I,II,IK,S$14,SI
:E$="END'
40 6$="£££ X
X 'lor. t 'lo ~
%
50 CLS:POKE65494,O
60 PRINT@73, "TAPE INVENTORY", :PRINT: PRINTTAB
(B)"l.LOAD FRON TAPE",
.
70 PRINTTAB (B)"2.ENTER FILES", TAB'(81"3.SCRU..
L·,TAB(8) "4.CHANGE" ,
SO PRINTTABISI "S.OELETE",TABIB) "6.SORTS" ,,TA
S(8) "7.HAROC(JlIES",
90 PRINTTAB(8) "B.DUMP TO TAPE",TAB(8) "9.VERI
FY TAPE"
100 IKS=INKEY$:GOSUB130
110 IF IK=OTHEN100
120 ON IK GOTO 1000 ,2000 ,3000 ,4000,SOOO, 6000
,7000,8000,9000
130 IKS=INKEY$:IF IK$=·"THEN130ELSE IK=VAL(I
KS) :RET~N
1000 '
LOAD FRON TAPE
1010 CLS:PRINT"X=EXIT·:PRINT
1020 PRINT" IF THE RECORDER IS READY
PRESS ( ANY KEY)"
1030 IK$=INKEY$:GOSUB130
1040 IF IK$='X"THEN50
1050 CLS:PRINT@17I,"SCANNING"
1060 OPEN "I",£-l,"FILES":lNPUT£-I,X
1070 IF EOFI-1ITHENI110
lOBO INPUH-l,S$ 10,X) ,S$I1,n ,5$ 12,X) ,S$ (3,X
I,S$ 14,XI
1090 IF S$(O,XI=ESTHENI110
1100 CLS:PRINT@167,·LOADING FILE£"jX:X=X+l:G
oro 1070
litO a.OSE£-1:CLS:PRINT@456,"Hle data loade
d":GOT060
2000 '
ENTER ,DATA
2010 CLS:PRINT'X=EXIT":PRINT
2020 PRINT'TO EXIT ENTRY 1100£,TYPE
20 'SET S

'END' FOR PROGRAM NAI'E'

2030 PRINT: PRINT"PRESS < ANY KEY > TO COSTIN

LE"

1--------------'

2040 IK$=INKEY$:GOSUB130

8

2050 IF IKS="X"THEN50
2060 X=0:E=0:CLS:PRINT@232,"PLEASE STAND BY"
2070 IF SS(O,XI=ESTKEN2100
2080 IF X=S THEN X=I:GOT02100
2090 X=X+l:GOT02070
2100 ClS:PRINT"FILE £"jX," 'END' TO EXIT"
2110 PRINT:LINE INPUT'PROGRAM: 8 CHR MAX:
"jSS(O,XI:IF SS(0~XI=ESTHEN50
2120 PRINT@16,"
2130 PRINT@96,"I:LINE INPUT"PROGRAM 'TYPE' 1
CHR. :"jSS(I,X)
2140 PRINT:LINE INPUT "TAPE £££ POSITION .r£
:"jSS(4,Xl
2150 PRINT:LINE INPUT"LOCATED AT £££1£££ MAX
:"jS$(2,XI
2160 PRINT:LlNE INPUT"DISCRIPTION 40 CHR MAX
:"jS$(3,X)
2170 PRINT"!.ENTER DATA 2.CHANGE"
2180 IK$=INKEYS:GOSUBI30
2190 IF IK=2THEN SS(O,X+ll=E$:CH=I:GOT04060
2200 IF lK(IOR IK}2THEN21BOELSE X=X+l:CLS:GO
T02100
3000 .
FAST SCROLL
3010 CLS:PRINT"X=EXIT":PRINT:PRINTTAB(10) "FA
ST SCROLL"
3020 PRINT: INPUT"FILf NUMBER TO START AT "jl
K$

3030 PRlNT@O,"
":IF IK$='X"THEN50
3040 GOSUB3170
3050 X=VAl(IKS):IF X=OTHEN X=1
3060 IF S$(O,XI=ESTHEN X=X-l:60T03100
3070 PRINTUSING 6SjX,S$(O,XI,SS(l,X) ,SS(4,X)
,S$(2,XI
3080 Al=AZ+l:IF AZ=10GOSUB3170
3090 IF PEEK(3431=25IANDX(S THEN X=X+l:GOT03
060

3100 IF PEEK(3421=254ANuX}ITHEN X=X-l:GOT030
60
3110 IF PEEK(3411=254G05UB3140:GOT03060
3120 IF PEEK(338)=247THEN50
3130 GOT03090
3140 CLS:PRINT:PRINT@65,SS(3,XI
3150 IFPEEK(3411=254THEN3150
3160 PRINT@O,"':RETURN
3170 PRINT:PRINT" U=lJl D=DOWN X=EXIT C=COMI"E
NT
3180 AZ=O:PRINT"FILE£ NAME TYPE TAPE LOCATl
~":PRINT:R£TURN

4000 '
CHANGE
4010 CLS:CH=O:PRINTnX=EXH":PRINT
4020 INPUT"FILE £ TO BE CIWIGED"jIKS:IK=VAL(
IK$)
4030 IK=VAL(lKS)
4040 FOR X=ITO IK:IF SS(O,XI=ESTHEN4010ELSE
NEXT
4050 X=IK:IF IKS="X"THENSO
4060 CLS:PRINT"X=EXIT":PRINT@100,"FILE £ :
'jX:PRINT
4070 PRINT@I32,"l,NAME
"!SS(O,X)
4080 PRINT@I64,"2. TYPE
"l S~ (1,Xl
4090 PRINT@196,"3,TAPE £
"jS$(4,XI
4100 PRINT@228,"4,LOCATION
'jS$(2,X)
4110 PRINT@260, "5,DISCRIPTION":PIlINT:PRINTS$
(3,XI
4120 IK$=INKEYS:GOSUBI30
4130 IF IK$=IX"TKEN50
4140 ON IK GOT04150,4l70,4190,4210,4230:GOTO
4120
4150 a.S:PRINT:PRINT"o...D NAME: I,SS (0, Xl
4160 PRINT: INPUT"NEW NAME:
"j S$ (O,XI:GOT
04250
4170 a.S:PRINT:PRINT"OLD TYPE :",S$(I,XI
4180 PRINT:INPUT"NEW TYPE' :
"jSS(I,Xl:GOT
04250
4190 CLS:PRINT"OLD TAPE £ :",SS(4,X)
4200 PRINT:INPUT"NEW TAPE £: "jSS(4,XI:GOT
04250
4210 a.S:PRINT:PRINT"OLD LOCATII)N :",S$(2,XI
4220 PRINT:INPUT"NEW LOCATION :"jS$(2,XI:GOT
04250
4230 a.S:PRINT:PRINT"OLD DISCRIPTION :",S$(3 '
,Xl

'

4240 PRINT:PRINT"NEW DISCRIPTIOIj I":PRINT:LI
NE INPUT SS(3,X)
4250 PRINT:PRINT"THIS IS FILE £ : OJ X:PRINT
4260 PRINT" 1.NEXT ITEH":PRINTTAB(121"2.NEX
T FILE":PRINTTAB(221"3.RETURN"
4270 IK$=INKEYS:GOSUBI30
4280 ON IK GOT04060,4010,4290:GOTO 4270
4290 IF CH=OTl£N5ORSE X=X+l:CH=O:GOT02fOO
5600 '
DELETE
~lO CLS:PRINT"X=EXIT":PRINT
5020 PRINT@64,"": ItRlT"FIRSTFILE £ TO B£ DEL
ETED :";IKS:PRINT
.
5030 A=VAU IKSI:IF IK$=IX"ll£NSO
504Q FOO X=ITO A:IF SS(0,XI=EtlHENS01OCLSE N

c.-EXT

50:50 IF A(=OTHEN5010
5060 PRINT@O,"
S070 PRINT@lbO," FILE £"AjTAB(14)"NAME:
-s
$(O,Al
5080 PRINT@192,1":INPUT"LAST FILE £ TO BE DE
LETED :"jB:PRINT
5090 FOR X=A TO B:IF S$(O,Xl=ESTHEN5240ELSE
t£XT
5100 IF B(=A fHEN B=A
5110 PRINT" FILE r"BjTAB(14l"NAME:
"S$(O,B
l:PRINT
5120 C=B-A:X=A
5130 PRINT:PRINT" PRESS ( ANY KEY ) TO DELET

E"
5140 PRINT:PRINT" X=EXIT"
5150 IK$=INKEYS:GOSUBI30
5160 IF IKS="X"THEN50
5170 CLS:PRINT@107,"DELETING":PRINT
5180 PRINT" IF THE SOUND STOPS THE MACHINE I
S TAKING A MOMENT TO REARRANGE "j
5190 PRINT"
IT'S STRING SPACE"
5200 SS(O,Xl=S$(O,X+I+Cl:sS(l,X)=SS(I,X+l+Cl
:S$(2,Xl=S$(2,X+l+Cl
5210s$(3,Xl=S$(3,X+l+C):SS(4,Xl=SS(4,X+l+C)
5220 IF SSlO,Xl="END"THEN CLS:PRINT@456,"del
etion completed":GOT060
5230 SOUND X,2:X=X+l:GOT05200
5240 PRINT:PRINT" YOU CAN NOT DELETE THE 'EN
0'
THE LAST FILE £ IS "X-l
5250 GOT05080
6000 '
SORT/RESORT
bOlO X=0:Y=O:P(l(E65495,0:PRINT@456,"CHECKING
FOR 'END'"
6020 IF SS(O,X)=ESTHEN6060
6030 IF Y(X THEN ¥=X
6040 IF X=S THEN CLS:PRINT@455,"NO 'END' FOU
ND": POKE65494 ,0:GOT060
bOSO X=X+l:GOTOb020
~ a.s:PRINT"X=EXIT":PRINT @ 74,"SORT/RESO
RT

6070
6eau
6090
6100
6110
6120
6130

PRINT @ 136," 1. SORT BY TAPE £"
PRINT @ 168,"2.S0RT BY NAME"
PRINT @ 200,"3.s0RT BY TYPE"
IK$=INKEYS:GOSU8130
IF IKS="X"THEN POKE65494,O:GOTOSO
ON IK GOTO 6130,6140,6150:GOT06100
a.S:PRINT: PRINTTA8 (3)"SORTING BY TAPE H

UMBER":GOSUB 6160:GOT06250
6140 CLs: PRINT:PRINTTAB (3l"SORTING BY FILE N
AME" :GOSUB61 bO: GOT06330
6150 CLS:PRINT:PRINTTAB(3l"SORTING BY PR06RA •
M T¥PE":GOSUB6160:GOT06410
6160 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINTTAB(121"WANTED":
PRINT
6170 PRINT" A TWO DIMENTIONAL MACHINE" :PRINT
TAB(2)H LANGUAGE STRING SORT"
6180 GOSUB6500:RETURN
6190 IF S$(O,XI=ESTHEN6240
6200 AS=SS(O,X):Al$=SS(I,X):A2$=S$(2,XI:A3$=
SS(3,X):A4$=S$(4,XI
6210 S$(O,XI=SS(O,X+l):S$(l,Xl=SS(I,X+ll:S$(
2, X)=SS (2,X+l I
6220 S$ (3,Xl=S$ (3,X+1l: S$ (4,X)=5$ (4,X+ll .
6230 SS(O,X+ll=AS:S$(l,X+ll=A1S:S$(2,X+ll=A2.
S:S$(3,X+l'=A3$:S$(4,X+l'=A4S
6240 Z=l:RETURN
6250 Z=O:FOR X=lTO Y
6260 IF S$(O,X+ll=ESTHEN6290
6270 IF VAL(SS(4,Xll(=VAL(SS(4,X+lIITHEN6290
6280 GOSUB6190
6290 t£XT
6300 IF ZZ=OG05UB6500ELSE G05UB6~10
6310 IF Z=lTHEN6250
6320 GOT06520
6330 Z=O:FOR X=lTO Y
6340 IF SS(O,X+ll=ESTHEN6370
6350 IF S$(O,XI(=S$(O,X+lITHEN!J70
6360 G05UB6190
b370 NEXT
6380 IF ZZ=OGOSUB6500ELSE GOSU1l6510
6390 IF Z=lTHENb330
6400 GOT06520
6410 Z=O:FOR X=lTO Y
6420 IF SS(0,X+ll=ESTHEN6460
6430 IF SS(l,XI=SS(I,X+l)THEN IF S$(O,X,)=SS
(0,X+ 1) THEN6460
6440 IF SS(1,X'(=S$(l,X+lITHENe460
6450 605UB6190
0460 t£XT
6470 IF ZZ=OGOSUBbSOCY.1..SE6OSUl~510
6480 IF Z=1Tl£N6410
6490 GOT06520
6500 SOUND100,2:PRINT@460,'sorting":ZZ=I:RET
lR-l

6510 SOUNDlSO,2:PRINT@460,'SORTING"IZZ=O:RET

rnN

6520 CLS:PRINT@45b,"flle sorted":POKEb5494,O
:GOTObO
7rIYJ '
'HARIlC!PY
7010 TF=O:PN=O:M=O:E=O:CLS:PRINT"X=EXIT"
7020 PRINT:PRINT"
YOUR FILE MUST BE SOPTE
0'

7030 PRINT: PRINTTAB (B)" 1. BY TAPE NUMBER"
7040 PRINT:PRINTTAB(8) "2,ALPHABETICALLY'
7050 PRINT:PRINTTAB(B) "3,BY PROGRAM TYPE"
7060 PRINT:PRINT:PRINTTAB(3)· HOW IS YOUR FI
LE SORTED ?'
7070 IKS=INKEYS:GOSUBI30
7080 IF IKS=·X'THENSO
7090 IF IK(=OOR IK=)4THEN7070
7100 CLS:PRINT"X=EXIT":PRINT:PRINT"FIRST
CHE
CK PRINTER"
7110 PRlNT:LINE INPUT"ENTER DATE ";Dn: IF 0
T$="X"THENSO
7120 PRINT@O,"
n:PN=1
7130 PRINT@I92,"":INPUT" NULL= 1 :FILE TO ST
ART AT ';X:IF X=OTHEN X=l
7140 PRlNT:INPUT" NUlL='END':FILE TO END AT
'; E

7150 GOSUB7340
7IbO·TF=TF+l:PRINT£-2,TAB(28)"TAPE
LISTINGS'
7170 GOSUB7340
71BO TF=TF+l:PRINT£-2,"FILE£";TAB(b)"NAI1E";T
AB( 12)"TYPE'; TAB (17)"TAPE";
7190 PRINT£-2,TAB(22) "LOCATION";TAB(34) "DISC
RIPTlON :"TAB(55) DT$
7200 GOSUB7350
7210 G05UB7300
7220 IF SS(O,X)=ESOR X-l=E THEN7340
7230 IF IK=IAND INT(VAL(SS(4,X))))INT(VAL(SS
(4,X-l)))GOSUB7350
7240 IF TF=OTHEN7170
7250 IF IK=2AND M=5OR IK=3AND M=5GOSUB7350
72bO IF TF=OTHEN7170
7270 IF IK=3AND S$(I,X)S$(I,X-l)GOSUB1380
72BO IF TF=OTHEN7170
7290 OOT0Z*~9_.· ;, !
7300 PRINT£~2,USING G$;X,SS(O,X),SS(I,X) ,SS(
4,X) ,5S(2,Xl,
7310 PRINT£-2, TAB(34)S$ (3,Xl: IF TF)61GOSUB73
80

7320 TF=TF+l:H=H+l:X=X+l:IF

SS(O,X)=ESOR X=E

+IGOSUB7380EL5E RETURN
7330 CL5:PRINT@45b,·hardcopy completed":GOTO
60
7340 PRINT£-2,·':PRINT£-2,"·:TF=TF+2:M=O:RET
lRN

73SO TF=TF+l:M=0:PRINT£-2,··
7360 IF TF=)58GOSUB7380
7370 RETURN
7380 N=65-TF
7390 FOR H=ITO N:PRINT£-2,·'
7400 TF=TF+l:IF TF=b3THEN PRINT£-2,TAB(39)PN
741(l NEXT
7420 TF=O:M=O:PN=PN+l:RETURN
8000 •
DUMP TO TAPE
8010 CLS:PRINT·X=EXIT':PRINT
8020 PRINT" IF THE RECORD IS READY
ENTER· NUMBER FOR START OF FILE"
8030 PRlNT: INPUT" Nlll = 1"; IKS: IF IKS='X·TH
EN50ELSE X=VAUIKS)
8040 IF X=OTHEN X=I
8050 OPEN"O·,£-l, "FILES":PRINT£-I,X;
80bO PRINTf:-I,5$ (0, Xl ,S$ (I,Xl ,5$ (2,n ,SS (3,X
l,5S(4,0
8070 IF SS(0,X)=ESTHEN8090
8080 CLS:PRINT@171,"FILE £';X:X=X+l:GOT08060
8090 CLOSEC-I:CLS:PRINT@456,"file saved":GOT
ObO
9000 •
VERIFY TAPE
9010 CLS:PRINT"X=EXIT";
9020 PRINTTAB (9)"TO VERIFY TAPE"
9030 PRINT:PRINTTAB(6l"I,.REWIND TAPE"
9040 PRINTTAB(6)"2 ..PRESS PLAY ON RECORDER"
9050 PRINTTAB(6l"3 ••PRESS (ENTER)·
9060 PRINT:PRINT" caution AN 110 ERROR WILL
CAUSE"
9070 PRINT" YOU TO LEAVE THE BASIC PROGRAM"
9080 PRINT: PRINT" TYPE goto 50 (ENTER) TO
KEEP •

9090 PRINT" DATA WHEN REENTERING PROGRAM.·
9100 PRINT:PRINT" PRESS < ANY KEY ) WHEN REA

DV"
9110 IK$=IN<EY$: GOSUBI30
9120 IF IK$="X'THENSO

9130 PRINT@449,'
verifying file
":PRINT:SKIPF
9t"40 a.S: PRINT@456, -ru e verffi eel': GOTObO
10000 PHODEO:PCLEAR1:60T020
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Name:COMPOSER X
System:Dragon 32/64 (Disc only)
Author:Ola Eldoy
Publisher:Pulser Software
Price:lIl.99

By

stuart BeardNood

Composer X allows you to modify machine code ~usic created using Microdeal 's Co~poser
Utility. On BOOTing the disc, a menu appears on the screen. A ralher neat surprise awaits
you if you fail to select an option within about a minute, but I won't spoil the
surprise. The most obvious thing to do first is to load in a tune. The DIRECTORY OF TUNES
option is not the usual DIR, but a.clever BASIC routine which picks out the tunes (.CI1P
extension) from the disc, and displays them in three neat columns on the screen. A useful
and adaptable routine, which is alone worth the price of the disc! You get 5 musical
pieces with the program, so you don't even·has to possess COMPOSER or any music discs to
get started.
The code which 'plays' the music in Comp'oser - ,PLAYWAVC - has been replaced by an improved
version, allowing a key-press to halt the tune at any point - useful for title screens etc
- and gives a slightly 'cleaner' sound to the music. This must be loaded after loading
.ordinary COMPOSER tunes to enable other COMPOSER X features to be used. You can now alter
pitch and volume of any or all of the four 'voice' channels and alter the tempo of the
tune without lengthy re-compilation as with Composer. But the crowning glory of the
program is the choice of 12 different waveforms, ranging from smooth and muted to
guitar-type 'keraaang' sounds. The program allows you to listen to the tune, changing the
waveforms by a single keypress as it is playing. This is useful in helping you to decide
on the sort of sound which suits the music. Different waveforms can be allocated to all
four channels, producing a vast range of sounds for the ~usic. The PLAY TUNE option on the
menu allows you to start the tune from a note group of you choice, and the display tells
you which waveforms are allocated to which voices, so a good combination can be noted for
future use.
This is just a brief description of what is a gem of a program, only the major facilities
have been mentioned for brevity. At the price, this must be one of the best value music
programs on the market.
I
One thing Composer X doesn't allow ho~,ever, is the changing of waveforms within a
particular tune. This can be achieved by splitting the music into section with different
waveforms and EXECuting them consecutively. For long tunes, this can be very expensive on
memory, but there is an alternative.
If a quartel: of different instruments Kantsto change the sound of a particular tune, ~Ihat
usually happens is that the melody line and 'backing' notation are played by different
instruments
within
the quartet.
12
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Name:Text Screen Printer
Supplier:KCS
Price:£2.99
This is a simple yet useful little
suite of programs whose sole purpose
is
to provide printer dumps of
low-resolution
graphics
or text
screens. On BOOTing the DragonDOS disk
you are presented with a menu. The
first two options install a dump
program at location 30000. The first
of these will give a shaded dump different
shades denote different.
colours on the screen. The second dump
produces only black and white - some
colours will appear black, some white.
Both versions cater for both standard
and inverse text.

When
the selected dump has been
installed, you are returned to nor~al
BASIC execution. A typical method of
printing a screen would then be:
LOAD"SCREEN.BIN":EXEC 30000.
The third option from the menu prints
a sample, shaded screen dump as a
demonstration of printer test.
This is a potentially useful little
uti lity ,;whtch does"its job very well,
and nothing more. Well done to KCS for
continuing to produce genuinely useful
Dragon software.

Name:l-onebi11
Supplier:Dragsoft
Price:£3
Fonebill is a simple utility, the purpose of which
is to establish ths .cost of a single phone call
thus allowing you to build up a record of your
overall telephone bills. Included in the program
manual, is a BASIC listing which, in the event of
price rises, will have to be adjusted. The program
must also be amended should the value of VAT
increase/decrease, the former being more likely.
Besides the cost of the basic phone call itself,
the program can, upon your instruction, take into
account the various on-line and Equipment rental
charges which exist. And if you require to include
any previous sub-totals, the program is equipped to
do 50. In order to establish the cost of iny
particular call, the program manual advises that a
stopwatch be used in order to record the exact
timing as the program requires the exact duration
of the call, including seconds. The program also
requires the rate at which the call is to be charged
- Cheap, standard or Peak - and to where the call
was made. Cheap rates apply to calls ~ade locally
ie. up to 3S miles or over in some cases, the
Channel Isles ~ The Isle of Man. Calls to a Mobile
phone, the Irish Republic and Special calls (0898,
0836, 0860 and certain London numbers) are charged
at
a seperate rate. When all the relevant
information has been entered, the progral then
produces
the overall
cost of the call,
automatically including VAT. And providing there
are no obvious errors, this can then be recorded on
a record book, similar to that featured in the
manual. Obviously a program of this nature requires
absolute accuracy and yet this is one of the
program's main stumbling blocks. The accuracy of
your records will to a very large extend depend on
accuracy of those who use the telephone, and indeed
their honesty. What slightly disappoints me about
the program is the lack any hard-copy facility - it
would been of more use to users if the pro~ral
itself
were capable of dumping the relevant
details. Nevertheless Fonebill is a useful utility
and
for "those who've encountered previous
difficulties with BT it could well prove a worthy
investment.
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Nalle:Setter
Supplier:Dragsoft
Pricel£2.S0

This program allows the user to adjust
Monitors and TV sets in order to achieve
,.' near perfect colour balance, linearity,
\; height, width and focus and in older colour
i~; set, convergance of the individual colour
t·· guns. Before. I describe the program in
;:1. greater depth, I should stress that the use
of Setter does not necessar 11y qualify you
i"
to attempt any of the internal adjustments
detailed in the program, manual - if you
.experience serious difficulties, consult a
professional repair man. Upon loading, the
:' program presents you with a menu providing a
. choice of 9 options. The first fills the
" screen with letters - touch any key and the
~; screen will fi 11 with the character of your
. choice. Once complete, pressing '0' will
,/' turn the screen orange whilst the letter 'P'
will play so~ music. Upon pressing 'c' the
progra. allows you to play taped music 50 as
to allow you to adjust your tuner in order
to eliminate 'hull'.The second option fills
the
sreen· ·with black· and ..mite line
gradation whilst the third fills with'screen
, with lines for Focus, not such a common
, preble. now but the option is provided
nevertheless. The fourth and fifth options
\ fill the screen with white lines on black
\. and vice verse trihi
1st the sixth displays a
.': black and IIhite chequer board. The seventh
,,' option all01'15 you to adjust the colour
\~. balance on your TV set with a seledion of 8
individually coloured chequered boards. The
eigth option displays a very fine chequer
board for Focus, whilst the final option
provides a series of eight coloured blocks.
Thl unual, covers the more technical aspects
of the progral with useful information on
how to use these options to achieve the best
results. Overall Setter is a fine progral
for those with picture difficulties but be
warned
-' don't attempt any internal
, lOdifications until you really know what
~ VIll're doing.,

~J

Name:Miser's Dream
Supplier:Pulser Software
Price:£2.7S
Originally produced by Jason Falcus, author
of the smash hit Eddy Steady Go, 'Miser '5
Dream is one in a series of titles recently
aqquired by Pulser Software. Quite simply,
the game inolves collecting coins that fall
from
a
cash bag at the top of 10
progressively
difficult screens, Using
either the keyboard or joystick you control
a pointer which tilts the various platforms,
guiding the coins into a Piggy Bank at the
bottom of the screen. Every so often, the
American Express (a train, not a credit
card) trundles happily across the top of the
screen dropping dollar signs which destroy
,any coins they come into contact with. You
'can destroy the dollars by moving the
pointer over thell and pressing fire, but
there presence is a nuisance nevertheless.
On later screens there are moving platforms
and even money spiders to contend with,
making life doubly difficult. Each screen is
completed when you have collected enough
coins to fill the pig - many coins are
destroyed during their journey or are lost
in the water below - before the time limit
elapses. A pointer at the bottom of the
screen keeps track of the number of coins
collected. Points are awarded for each coin
collected or for each dollar sign destroyed
- bonus points are also awarded dep2nding on
tha time you have left. The start menu
allows either keyboard or joystick control
and the option to re-define the control
keys. The PMODE 3 colour graphics are
exceptionally clear, nicely detailed with
highly realistic animation as the coins
bounce from ledge to ledge. Sound is very
minimal, restricted to the introductory tune
and
various spot fx but it gets by
nevertheless. Miser's ,Dream is in Iy opinion
one of the most underrated Dragon games of
all time and that, I feel, is a pity indeed.
Superb gameplay and graphics to latch make
this one of the all time gr~ats. 14

Name:Slow but Sure
Supplier:Dragsoft
Price:£5

Graphics screen dumps have, until recently, been very restrictive in terms 'of quality
graphic reproduction. The vast majority have tended to cater for PMDDE4 graphics only,
though more recently writers have begun to produce more sophisticated dumps, capable ,of
reproducing all graphic modes.
Capable of reproducing Text screens, Low resolution graphics and PMODEO-4 graphics,
Dragsoft's latest release is one such program.
Programmed in BASIC, with minimal Machine Code routines, Slow but Sure is suitable 'for
most Epson compatible, 8 bit, dot matrix printers. It is ·not, however, expected to work
with the Tandy series of printers, namely the DMPI06 series or the CGP115.
The problems surrounding compatibility arise from the program's printer commands, which at
present are written with the Memotech DHXBO and the Panasonic series. Should problems
arise, it may be necessary to alter SOGle of the control codes in order that the program
will work with your particular Printer, although I have had no problems with my AMSTRAD
DMP2000. Should problems arise, however, refer to the program manual for assistance.
-- "
In order to speed up dumping, the program first asks
you if you're computer is capable of running under
double speed. If that is the case, then it should be
noted that the Speed Poke is only used immediatel
before and after a dump, and in no way effects the
tape loading/saving routines. The main program
provides you with a selection of three types of
- Text, Low-Res or High - Res.
,
TEXT provides a choice of ltl (normal print size) 'or 2*2 (dOuble wldttll. LOll-RES allOWs a
choice of 3 sideways dumps - 1/4, 1*1 and 2*2. Upright dumps for low-res involve using the
top b pins of the printer and a 6/72" line feed and as such are not yet included in the
program. HIGH-RES provides a choice of 3 dumps, upright or sideways, PMODEO-4.
Having entered all the relevant details, the screen loads and is then displayed for about
three seconds, whereupon the Screen Control Menu is displayed.
Using this menu you can View the screen, dump the screen t~ the printer, invert the
screen, cancel the entire operation or re-save the screen to tape.
Invert is used primarily for Hi-Res screens - when used with Text or Low-Res screens it
produces strange resul ts. The time the program takes to dump the screen depends ion ~Ihether
you use Double speed or not and on the required size of the 'dump. The largest may take
several minutes, but this is ,not unusual with BASIC screen dumps. Once the dump has been
completed the progra~ reverts to the main menu.
._
Packaged with the main program are various screens demonstrating the various modes, from
Text to Hi-Res PMODE4 Graphics. The results, as you can see, are fairly impressive.
Slow but Sure is the fourth major release, and the one, I feel, most likely to succeed.
The first three maiden releases, particularly Fonebill and Setter, are largely obscure in
that the average user is never likely to feel the need the ijsethem, something which could
not be said against Slow but Sure.
How well the program compares against the other Screen dumps on the market, remains to be
seen. It may not produce such visually attractive results as MacGowan's Colorprint but its
release is welcome f'D,,..theless.
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Word· Se a r ch
Welcome to the fourth Dragon Logic
Word Search. All you have to do to
enter the competition is to find
the
surnames
of
10 Dragon
personalities, from the past and
present, listed in the opposite
word puzzle.
When you've found all 10 names send
the completed entry form to Dragon
Logic at 72 Diriebught Road,
Inverness, IV2 3QT. The first 5
entries drawn will each receive a
years membership to the newly
created Drax Public Domain Library,
including free
access to the
Library's list. o+' titles, a free
Megademo and a regular newsletter.

II

r

Dragon LogiC Word Search

RED
WED
SIT
Q S K
V X J
Y R K
W T Z
G SUE
FRY
o G N
S P F
H C E
S J M
X G V
Q H A

K A S A:t C J
E B R W CAD
AGO
M H X U
H RET
S ION
S G G ROT
T
X Y I B R R R
L F B R V ABO
S R S W P ~
Y BET
UTA
M K H D L M R
DEI
H Y S I
K J S I V AVe
Y R W 0 R V Y
H L K Z Y D I
R R I S DOD

R'~ G
GEE
J KEN
YON
N N N
E U 0
H F
A N 0
DUG
Y J M
A G U
C S
X M T
U K P
I J T

F S C
J T I
J N
0 U
V I J
I F P
H Q R
U 0 Q
U Z M
M S T
A H E
K C U
A J D
S Y H
O·P 0

****************************************************~
Dragon Logic,Word Puzzle 7 Entry Form
*
*
-------------------------------------

*

The hidden words are

*

*it

1

....................

*
*

2 ••••••..•.••........

*

4 ••••••••••••••••••••

*
*

3 ...••...............
5 ••.•••......•....•..

6

7
8
9
10

. ...................
..•••••••••••••.•••••
..•••...•......•.•••
••..•.••••••••••••••
•••..
~••••••••••••••

*
-Il

-II

"*

..

*

*
it

*===================================================* *

*

*

Name •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••
Address
••••.•..•...••••••••.••.••.••••••••••••••
Post Code

*
.••••.••.••••••
*..-****************************************************

*

*

*

*

==========================================================================================
•
The 10 hidden names featured in last Issue's Word Search were 1) Trekboer / 2) Tanglewood
/ 3) Champions / 4) 8alldozer / 5) Frogger / b) Beanstalker / 7) Dynacalc / 8) Hunchback /
9) Syzygy / 10) Rollaball
========================================================================================~=

COCO

CONVERSIONS

COMPLETE

Already the combined efforts of progra~mer5, Ray Ssith
and Jason Shouler, have seen the release of a large
variety of Basic games and utilities - some of which will
be published in Dragon Logic in the coming months - but
there is still ~uch to complete.
In our last feature, Ray commented on several graphics
programs he had come across during his work. Upon
enquiring about the cO!llpatibility of these programs Ray
Smith had this to say •••
"KDSK is NOT transferrable to Dragon format. It is a disk
utility for the CoCo and as the disk routines are so
vastly different, it is not worth trying to delve into
the machine code. MCPAINT also perforls so much disk
access that it is going to ,be extremely diffttult to
convert and it would pay a ~achine code program~
to
re-write it, ECLIPSE, however, is a different kettle of
fish and we lay bE able to do something with it. The
trouble is finding the till":- converting the ROM routines
from CoCo format to the ~uivalent for th~ragoo
is time
consuming, because although I have a reasonabl y good
memory map for the CoCo, I don't possess one for the
Dragon, Brian Cadge·s Fir~ware series was good, but it
didn't go far enough".
Besides being involved with the creation of a new Public
Domain Library, Ray Smith is of course responsible for
the NDUG's Dragonart Graphics Library which has in the
past been responsible for the release of 'TX', Dragdraw
and Desktop, co-produced by Ray.
"I've now have sllilewherearound 350 graphics screens for
the Dragon, all of which can be used in Desktop or
Desktop Formatter", adds Ray. The Group's newly released
Desktop formatter is available from the Library in three
versions - Tandy DNPl05, Epson and Star/Gemini - and are
featured on disk only. The program is said to produce
perfect circles and can dulftll
two DESKTOP st;reens on an S·
page side by side, with or without a centre ~argin.
Copies
of
Desktop For~3tter, and further details
concerning the new Public Do~ain Library, can be obtained
frOi Ray Smith at 5 Glen Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset,
BH14 Ohf.

OS9 USER CROUP
The 059 User Group (European)
formerly run by Martin Vernon
from Llandudno, has recently
been
resurr E'Cted by aWes t
German Dragon user.
Herr Burghard Kinzel has taken
on the task to endeavour to keep
the 059 side of D[.a,goncoeputi ng
alive. As he i~npw retired he
feels he can spare quite a bit
of time to theitil!ure. (Martin
struggled valia6J.l¥ to run the
group almost single-handedly as
well as continue with a career,
before it bE'Came too ~ch).
More ~embers are required to
participate, particularly thos~
expert
enough
to produce
articles
for
inclusion in
DISKNEWS which is the scans of
c~Jnication in the. Group.
Burghard
has' ::a..fuggested a
subscription of~io
to cover
costs, which inci~2; the cost of
the disks which iQOtain DISKNEWS
and
the ine~ftable postage
costs.
Up
to now three Issues of
DISKt£WS have been issued by
Burghard - No. s 19 to 21 though
Issue
19 had been
prepared by Martin prior to
handling
over the reins to
Burghard.
Anyone interested should contact
Burghard Kinzel, Leipziger Ring
22a,
D-5042 Erftstadt, West
Gerlllany.

-,-
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End of an Era

J

As one of the Woost prolific programmers .in the history of the Dragon, the news that
Jonathan CartHright has finally dissolved all links with the Dragon, will undoubtedly come
as a shock to many.
During a career which has spanned over 4 years, Jonathan has more than proved his
capability, producing such classics as Rola-Ball, Utopia and Impossiball. In an exclusive
interview with Dragon Logic, Jonathan explains the reasoning behind his difficult
decision,
"I simply haven't time to support the Dragon, and indeed it's far from prOfitable for me·
to do so. Since going to Uni versi ty, I've had a lot more commi ttments that demand more of
my time and quite frankly these are more important to Ie than my support for the Dragan.
During the Christmas vacation I had a lot of things to do, and consequently I <spent GOly
an hour with my Dragan and thus I'ilI afraid I can't really see a way in which I can
continue to write Progranr.,2rs Logic - it just isn't practical to write a prograMting
column without having aCCESS to a nachine. I've enjoyed wri ting the column and I'll sorry
that it's come to this. I wi sh I caul d have given you more notice, but unti 1 I came hOiT,e
recently I didn't realise how busy I would be. My apologies to your readers, I hope that
they wi11 understand the situation that I now find myself in."
"It's been a pleasure working with Dragon logic over the past two years and I shall miss
it. I still firmly believe that it is the best Dragon magazine and I hope that you can
keep it that way. Many thanks for the support that you have given me through your writings
in Dragon publications both past and present. It now only remains for me to wish you luck
with Dragon Logic - you deserve to succeed,"
These words perhaps echo
the frustration felt by
our many writers, who
despite
immense
dedication,
receive
meagre rEwards for their
work.
As
a progr ar.,mer and
wd ter, Jonathan wiII be
sorely missed by Dragon
logic. Whilst there have
been many contributors,
Jonathan~as undoubtedly
been
our
most ....,..
'l" ~ ...
outstanding, always in -- -- --- --....-the forefront of events
and always willing tc
UTOPIA ... ONE OF STARSHIP'S MANY HITS
ler,d a hand, Indeed, as our most prolific writer, Jonatnan's work nas featured in EVERY
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issue of Dragon Logic. His work has encompassed all aspects of
Dragon computing with features ranging from Show Reports to
Software Reviews Hardware features to Program listings. And
despite an increasing workload, in December 1988 Jonathan took
it upon himself to write an entire Programming series for
Dragon Logic, often working to tight deadlines and with little
feedback.
As a programmer Jonathan will be sorely misse~. He often
scorns his past work, most noteably Diamond Dash 1 ~ 2, which
he regards with particular embarrasment but yet which laid the
foundation for a highly successful career. Having emerged
relatively unscathed at the hands of Jason Orbaum, Jonathan
progressed to better and greater heights, his first major
break coming with the release of Hi Res Text, still available
from John Penn. Other titles were to follow under the neldy
formed Pulser label, much of whose initial success was largely
due to the efforts of Starship Software. A close friendship
with Bob Preston then secured the release of two further
titles, Rola Ball 1 & 2.
Under the Pulser label, Starship continued to produce further
titles, often working in c~ose relationship with Pulser's
proprietors, Neil & Brian O'Connor who between them produced
the likes of CAD-6809 and the classic adventure, Rally.
Despite his decision to leave the Dragon market, Jonathan has
not yet fully dissolved his links with the Dragon. At present
he is currently researching a special feature for Dragon Logic
on a subject with which he is greatly familiar. And his final
program, Pop-Up-Print-Master will shortly be available from
newly purchased Dragon,fireServices, pricedat £4•.
As of January 1990 Pulser Software will no longer possess the
right to market any Starship Software titles, with the
exception of CAD-6809 which is jointly owned. From this date,
Dragonfire Services will take over the marketing of Composer
Companion, El Pea 1 ~ 2, the Destiny Trilogy, SpyAgainstSpy,
Utopia and Impossiball. Preston Games will continue to market
Rola Ball 1 ~ 2, whilst Dragsoft will take over the marketing
rights for Windos.
It has been a great pleasure working alongside Jonathan during
the past two years. Often heavily overworked he nevertheless
always found time to write for Dragon Logic and his help has
beEn greatly appreciated. It must also be noted that his help
during the various shows over the past 2 years has been of
i~ense importance to Dragon Logic
I am sure I speak for the entire Dragon fraternity when I ~ay
that
Jonathan will be sorely missed. Though, largely
unrewardedfor his vast contribution to the Dragon scene, he
still regards his time with the Dragon as a fond memory, a
memory he will no doubt carry with him for many years.

.Next
Issue
Next Issue ln uragon Logic,
Jonathan Cartwright presents
his final feature, Sotos
Mandalos returns to talk,
once again, about the
sophisticated world of
Postscript whi1e Ray S.nith
and Bob MontOriskicontinu:
their series on 059
Programming. Progra~ wis:,
we continue our series of
program listings from Ray
Smith's ne~ly created Public
Domain library, with a
:useful Metric convertor. And
also next Issue Stuart
Baardsocd presents a ScreEn
Dump listing which Wh~1 used
in conjunction with Desktop
Publisher can produce 2
colu~
printing on A4,
Softscene takes a closer
look
at Dragcnfire's
attempts to re-stake their
claim on the market with
reviews
of
Pop-Up-Print:-Master, The
Bomb and The Hole. Also
featurEd are reviews of
Editext, Desktop Formatter
and Knight's co~~leted
Publisher
package.
Adventurers Anonymou? takes
a look at Qore previous hits
with reviews of Tangle~ood
and Madness and the Minotaur
whilst Sound Check features
Noteswap, a progra~ listing
which
~jhen used with
Composer X can create stereo
recordings of your favourite
niecss,
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OS-9
Gldd to see that you are back for more OS9.
I'll
cover the way OS9 has ~ultiple
directories and how each directory can have
directories within it. What use can this
featyre be put to on your OS9 system, you
may ask? Well, firstly it makes it very easy
to put your files or,disk in a II'lanner
that
will make it easy for you to find those
files aain in the future.
Let's take a blank disk and format it, If
you have one drive try this - 059:10ad
format dir makdir build free - and take you
caster disk out of drive 0 and put in a
blank diSK. Now at the OS9 pro~pt you type
format IdO. You will then be asked if you
really want to format the disk in drive 0,
Type Y for yes. When the for~at is complete
you will be asked for a name to put on the
disk. Each disk 'Iouformat under 0S9 wi11
have a NA~ on the disk. For the tile being
we·ll call this disk JUNK DISK. 059 will
che~k the disk to be sure all the sect~rs
are good and if not 059 will lock out the
bad sectors from the directory. This means
that you could use a scratched disk that you
were not able to format under RS DOS .•,But
you should beware of doing this if you
intend to put anything really important on
the disk,
No~ that the forllat is complete at the OS9
proept type - OS9:free -/dO. This ~ill check
the disk you just fornatted in drive 0 and
it will tell you the name of the disk •••how
many total sectors there are on the disk and
how many of those sectors are available for
yOU to store data in. OS9 is set up for a 40
track
system
with
18 sectors per
track •••this gives you 720 sectors total on
the disk and 059 will take 10 of those
sectors for its directory information. If
you do not see 710 sectors free for use then
the disk contains some bad sectors and you
light not then wish to store anything

Illportant on this di sk. Sut for no;; W!! "'ill
just experiment with the disk.
At the 059 prompt type:
OS9:makdir IdOl LETTERS
OS9:makdir IdO/BILLS
OS9:makdir'/dO/LETTERS/FROH.JOE
OS9:makdir IdO/LETTERS/FROH.SUE
OS9:makdir IdO/LETTERS/FROM.TON
OS9:makdir IdO/BILLS/PHONE
OS9:makdir IdO/BILLS/GAS
059:makdir IdO/BILLS/FOOD
OS9:chd IdO
OS9:dir IdO
You
will
see that the dir returns
LETTERS
BILLS as it appears on the disk in
drive O. But you made 6 directories".so
Where are the othe\s? Try this:
OS9:dir IdO/BILLS
PHCH: GAS FOOD
This is what you~ill see. See how you can
cluster important information in directories
50
that it has a logical flow and you can
Hork you way down through the levels of the
directories to get the information you want.
Try this:
OS9:dir IdO/LETTERS
FROM. JOE FROM.SUE FROM. TOM
This is what you will see •••in a real life
situation, perhaps the business world, you
could then do this:
OS9:dir
IdO/LETTERS/FROM,TOM
You would then see the letters you stored
from
someone called TOM ...a very neat,
logical way to store and retrieve data fro~1
your disc. When you get into owning double
sided disks or even Hard Disk drives for
storage you will see howthis makes it easier
to get to your infor~ation. Imagine having a
Hard disk under R5 DOS? A Dir of that drive
might
return a directory listing some
l00-sqo lines long ...it would be a real pain
to reid all those titles and try to find the
file you wanted to delete, copy or rename.
Ii you had a'two drive OS9 syst~ then you
could also go through this exercise by just
entering the disk you wished to fOrlnat i.n
drive Idl and adjusting all the ~akedir and
dir statements so that they refer ·to/ldl
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instead of IdO.
Now in the previous exa~le I showed you the
cOl4and chd•••what is this? Well 059 has two
c~ands built into it and you can call them
to tell 059 that you are changing your DATA
directory' or your EXECUTION directory. Now
this is very important to remenber!! !.If you
take the Master Disk out of drive IdO and
put in a new Master Disk that perhaps has
lore c~~ands in it; IOO/CMDS directory you
~ust tell 059 that you did this."to do this
type:
OS9:chl( IdO/cilds
OS9:chd IdO ... or Idl for two drives. ·059
will then check this disk so it will know
where the Data Directory is on the disc:and
where the EXECUT~ON directory is on the
disk. It will NOT always be in the sallespot
on each diSK. You should be used to DRAONDOS
~here the directory is always on track 20,
but this is not true under OS9. 059 must
always know where these two directories are
bfore it will do a read/write for that disk.
Another benefit of the chd and chx cOlRcnand
are to save you some typing, So if you are
not a Quick or accurate typist (I certainly
should be by the tille I type this lot
out!-EOl these commands are a real boon to
you. Take the example above where we had
directories
within directories. If you
wished to copy, delete or build files in the
IdO/letters/from.joe directory you would
think you might have to type that long line
each tile, You could for your own piece of
~ind but there is a shortcut to all that
typing.•.try this:
OS9:chd IdO/letter/frOB.joe
If you do a dlr now you will see that there
are NO files in the present directory. You
could
build a file in this new DATA
directory
by
typing
OS9:build
IdO/letters/fro~,joe/june/lst - er yOU cuuld
just type: 059:build june. 1st. As you used
the chd coamand earlier 059 knows to add
that whole string of chrs in front of
june.1st to lake the whole pathlist to where
you'lojishto build a file, You see that there

IS
less chance of a typlnq error in thiSf
shorthand nethoc rather than typing out th.r·~
long string of chrs. each tiDe.
.
When you go to eakdir or build sOftethingon
the disk you have to'keepin lind that 059
expects, titles of directories and files to
obey certain rules, The names of these
files/directories MUST begin Mith a letter
(upper/lower case) and say have no spaces in
the title. If you wanted to build a file
called - a letter fr~ my buddy - you would
need
to type
it in as
a.letter.frol.ey.buddy - for 059 to accept
it, You could have even entered it as aletterfrommybuddy - but this is a bit
harder to read, Another chr. you can use to
seperate words for easier reading is the
UNDERLINE •••this can be made by typing the
clear key/linus sign together •••conseQUently
you see lot of titles using this convention,
especially among pro!lrals frillthe European
059 Users Group, 1 can't give you an example
here unfortunately.
This clear key/einus key cOlbination is a
bit hard to reme~er and harder yet to type
so I use the period (.) to seperate .y words
in my titles and directories.
File names and directories can be up to 29
chrs. long••.you can have numbers lixed into
this but
the first chrs. of each
file/directory MUST be a letter, So these
names are perfectly legal:
jan281985
nUDberl1111111
q1234567890
a2ggggBB88cccc9999NO'

SPECiAl

CHRS. MAY BE USED IN A FILE !WE OR

A DIRECTORY NAME!!! This ~eans that the
chrs. !@UUH:" ' are not allowed in these
titles. S~e of these characters are used by
059 to perfor~ useful functions that will be
covered in a future article.
0s9 . has the ability to take infer.ation and
pass it through a pipe into 'a files to
change the inforlalion 15 some aanner before
showing it on your screen or your printer.
The co~.and for a pipe is the exclallation
lark (!), A filter can ~e thought of as a
pOQram that will take data in and 00'
sOilething with it before passing some data

~" out.,;One fiIter that you llIayhave with yur
:'origin'il 059 is the filter called TEE. If
you were to type this:
059:1ist startup! tee IdOlfl IdO/f2
it ~ld
list the data in the file called
startup through the pipe (!l into the filter
TEE.,.this prograM would then send that data
out to two files that are called IdOlfl
IdO/f2 and you would have two perfect copies
of the file startup called fl and f2".you
could have done this same thing by typinQ:
059:copy IdOlstartup IdO/H
059:copy Idolstartup IdO/f2
TEE will take any data that is piped into it
and send it to the list of devices or files
that are printed after the tee command and
seperated by spaces. So a line like this 059:dir IdO ! TEE IdO/stuff Ip IdO/s2 - will
send a directory of IdO to your screen, a
file called IdO/stufi to the printer and to
a file called IdO/s2. This method is used to
get some data to a lot of different places
all at the sale time. There are other
filters you can use that ~ill do the
following' - OS9:1ist startup! upper - this
Will take any data in a file called stirtup
and send it through the filter called
upper•••upper will take ALL lower case
letters and change them to upper case before
passing that information on.
059:list startup' ! wc - ttu s cammand wi 11
list the file startup through the pipe into
the filter we which will count the number of
lines, chrs and words in the file which we
Mill then print out to your sr.reen•••imagine
doing that by hand!
There are a lot of filters that you can
buy•••through the b8 Micro Group library of
0S9 utilities and of course through other
0S9 Groups and Jasoo Shouler.
A piece of advice now•••if you think you are
going to get involved with 0S9 yo should
consider getting a second disk drive if you
now only have 1 drive.,.059 can be run on a
single drive Dragon but it is a real pain in
the neck. On a 2 drive iystel you can keep
.11 your cOI~ands on drive IdO and all your
data on drive Idl and should speed .long

Just fine and not worry about space being
tight on your drives when you go to build
files in the future,
Until you 'become familiar with 059 and the
way it gives error numbers instead of letter
codes, always type this - OS9:printerr. This
will then print the error nu~ber and give
you a short english sentence of what went
wrong. As you use 059 .~e you will find
that you will likely get 4-6 error codes
that tend . to repeat a Iat. Most errors of
OS9
are caused by typing errors when
entering directory names or file names,
I hope I don't appear to ju~ping about too
mush in these articles but 1 am trying to
tackle the problems of 059 in the same
Manner in which I experienced ~hem. So I
give this final piece of advice for the
moment•••059 comes with a&ply documented
~anuals and cannot be assimulated without
due reference to the ~anuals. Don't bother
about the System Operators manual until
fully conversant with the OS9 syste~.
The Users Hanual will tell you all the
commands available under OS9 and ho~ they
work. READ THIS BOOK OVER AND OVER! !!
Better still send off to RAINBOW for their
book, "The complete Rainbow Guide to OS9"
which costs $19.95 but if you also buy the
accOIIpanyingdis~, they together cost $31 and
make up one of. the best bargains ever in
059, You ~ight also consider Jason Shouler's
booklet, "Everything you wanted to know
about OS9, but didn't know who to ask".
This is cranmid full of hints, tips and
articles about OS9 and comes with a disk of
associated routines for £19.95. Tandy's
(USA)
059 Tour-Guide has more information
than the manuals and it is written in a lot
friendlier manner than the lanuals, ••it also
gives some better eXiQPles of how to use the
couands available to you under 059 and
gives a history of 059 and why it is such a
fine Operating Systen to run on yOur DrAgon.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0' ••••••••••••

Originally produced by Bob MontowisKi for
the CoCo and adapted for Dragon 0S9 Level 1
by Ray SaIltho
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Adventurers

Anonymous

Traditionally Graphics adventures have ~ade the biggest impact on the Dragon ~arket, to
the delight of some, and the dis~y of others. Many argue that Graphics detract a certain
atmosphere from an adventure game, whilst stifling the players imagination. Whichever
viewpoint you side with, there can be little doubt that on the whole text adventures have
made a lesser contribution to the adventure scene. 50 it is on that note that we continue
our series highlighting the success·of many of the greatest Dragon adventure titles.
Returning to more current affairs for the moment, many of you will
no doubt be aware of the recent takeover of Oragonfire Services. As
one of the leading producers of adventure titles, the demise of
Dragonfire would have dealt a major blow to adventure users, but we r.::ie.1a:;:,;
are fortunate that such a situation has not arisen due to the
undoubted
enthusiasm of Robin Hemmings, now proprietor of
Dragonfire. As publishers of such classics as The I.mortal Strain,
the Time Machine Search, Dream Machine, Underbeings of Croth,
pyradventure and the Space Trek trilogy, Dragonfire has built up an
i~ressive array of adventure games, all of which are now available
from Robin at a Ingleby Road, Wigston, Leicester, LEa lOG.
Other news worth lentioning is that the NDUG has converted the
hugely popular adventure game - Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy - to Dragon for~at. based
on the popular BBC Television series of the 70's, the adventure is said to be the largest
full length text adventure available, and Is therefore available on diSK only, priced £5.
Anyone interested should contact Paul Grade, b Navarino Road, Worthing, Sussex for further
details.
Returning to the ·past for the ~oment, we now chart the success of two of Microdeal 's most
popular adventure games ••• Trekboer and Aquanaut 471.
Released in 1985, Trekboer is a graphics adventure coming from the same stable as such
classics as Shenanigans, Sea Quest, Black Sanctum and Calixto Island.
Set aboard the futuristic starship TREKBOER, the adventure game is situated in the 215
Century and life on Earth is threatened\ by disease. Your mission is to search the
frontiers of space and return to save mankind fron disaster - perhaps not a totally
realistic setting, but there you have it.
The first location is the control room where ahead of you lies open frontiers of space.
Moving around there's a teleporter room, dusty storage room. communication room and the
mysterious dark r~, which needless to say plays an important role in the game.
After a certain number of ~ves a aessage from Boer Control comes through which reveals
the task ahead - The plague is still rampant, and its only known cure comes from a plant
known as Xendos. Your sister ship Veldboer has apparently been missing for three months
and your first task is to find and locate the necessary tools for your mission.
Setting the control to 8350 displays one of three planets on the view screen. Hoving
around you eventually come to the stricken ship and find it completely empty. In the ship
you will various useful objects, not least the ~p which reveals the co-ordinates for the.
Frozen Planet. Without giving too nuch a~ay, whilst visiting the.frozen planet, you ~ight
learn SDeething to help you find your way to the Garden planet. An idillic setting for an

adventure game you might thlnk, but first appearances are very deceptive and without due
you lay find yourself in a flow of lava.
The adventure features the standard verblnoun parser and features many of the usual
cOlsands such as well as LOAD/SAVE options.
Overall I have to say that Trekboer is one of the most outstanding adventures of its
generation, combining a powerful storyline with some difficult, though logical, puzzles.
The colourful Graphics add a certain final touch to an immensely enjoyable adventure game
which will gladden the hearts of Dragon adventurers.
Another former Microdeal adventure, AQUanaut 4711Under the Doomed Sea, has aroused a great
deal of controversy since its launch in 1987. An American i~port, the gaS! is set in the
21st Century, where Jacques Cousteau's vision of underwater cities has become a reility.
You play the part of a high-ranking member of the Oceanic Federation which hiS received an
50S ~sage from Huey~14, the service droid situated at Trident Dome. It is here that you
begin your quest. You have a limited nu~ber of loves to locate the
Dome when visiting the various locations, but once located you play
the first of two arcade'games, It is these arcade games which have
, created so IUch controversy, the second in particular. Once you
have completed the first arcade game you enter the Domed city
itself and can begin your quest. Wandering around for a while, you
COMe to the second and most infuriating arcade game in which you
must guide your man to the top of the screen whilst avoiding the
robots. ThiS, the most annoying aspect of the game, is far frOM
easy and must be completed each time you wish to enter a particular
corridor. Once completed, however, the adventure soon begins to
improve. Once found and repaired, Huey-14 proves an invaluable
companion as he follows you around the Dome and cOlpletes.certain tasks which you yourself
would feel uneasy completing. Despite the opening arcade elements, I found the game of
interest and though not as impressive as Trekboer, the variety of graphics and the complex
puzzles provide for an interesting and thought provoking adventure game.
Now publish~ by Computape, both Trekboer and Aquanaut 471 will provide hours of enjoyment
and if you're prepared to endure the so called 'arcade' gales as featured on Aquanaut 471
then you may find that beneath the gloss lie two very enjoyable games.
Besides CoBputape and Oragonfire Software, there are feH other reliable adventure
retailers, but one worthy of mention is H.C.Andersen of Denmark. Among their range include
such classics as Quest, El Diablero, Black Sanctum, Calixto Island, Dragon Mountain and
Madness and the Minotaur, all available for £4. Anyone interested should write to
H.C. AnderSEn Computer A/S, ingIandsvej 380, DK-2770 Kastrup, Dentark.
caTl
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Colour computer
convention
I must be mad, still suffering the after effects of
the Flu, one.and a half hours sleep, on the road .at
5:10am
and battling through thick fog for the first
40
miles.
Stopped
at the Aust
services
for a
stay-awake
cuppa
and found the Rozel Hotel bang on
8:00 am.
Unloaded
all the gear and set up the stand. A few
well
known faces
begin
t~ show,
along with some
strangers.
Still
a couple of empty stalls, but the
doors open
and then 2nd National Colour Computer
Convention for the Dragon and Tandy is underway •••
Andrew
Hill has once. again found us a very desirable
location,
it's warm and well carpeted. The tables
have been neatly draped with black cloths which hide
all the spare junk we've stacked underneath. People
trickle
in slowly, surely the Flu hasn't claimed all
that many victims
- perhaps the fog was worse than
first thought.
Between
70 and 80 people made the trip, they came
from allover
- Kent, Veovil, Leicester, Birmingham,
Basingstoke - you name it. But where were the rest of
you?
I'll run round the stands as they appear on the
Show Guide:At the door,
we had Andrew Hill, now known as A-M
Enterprises.
Andrew was busy dishing out Show Guides
and spare
copies
of Dragon Magazine - this should
generate
a bit of interest
and lead to a few new
subscribers.
Although
Andrew
said
that, despite the small
turn-out,
he had covered his costs for this s~tiw, he
will have to wait and see what interest is shown in
the Ossett and Hove shows before making decisions on
a· 1990 Weston
show.
If you want shows, you must
support them.
The NATIONAL
DRAGON
USERS GRdUp had a last minute
panic
when Bob Hall was unable to attend. John Payne,
of Dragon
Forth fame, very kindly stood in and held
the fort.
NDUG
did fairly well and could have sold
more programs
but for a small problem. Everyone was
expecting
Datalink
Systems to be there,
selling
discs.
They were unableto make it, however, and the
whole room very quickly ran dry of blank discs. This,

and the small number of visitors, knocked the takings
down to half
that of the last Weston show. About 6
member
sheets
were taken so there is hope for a few
new subscribers to Dragon Update. '
,
If Paul can find a few willing helpers, there will be
an NDUG stand at the Ossett show on 21st April and,
of course, they will be at the Hove Show on 2nd Ju~P-.
~
PROTECH
SYSTEMS
(GB) were selling
all ~orts of
t' hardware goods - DOSes, circuit boards, printers etc
quite a display altogether. They were fairly happy
with the day and said that they had covered their
~
costs.
ConSidering
the small
number
of people
S attending, they were pleased with the results.
COMPUTAPE
were the vi cti ms of the dreaded flu bug,
both Harry Massey
and his daughter were unable to
.: make it. His wife
informs. me that they have now
recovered and are planning to go to Ossett and Hove.
, ' JOHN PENN DISCOUNT SOFTWARE had loads of software on
'I
sale, including Flex and H.C Andersen"s OS9 Software.
I
They took more than
at \the
last Hove show and
although
they
are report~d to be windi ng down thei r
Dragon support ,they will continue as long as they have
software
in stock.
They are also planning for' this
years Ossett and Hove shows.
SUNNYDALE PUBLICATIONS were pIeased with thei r day and
were reported to have taken 4 times what they took at
the last Hove show. Apart from selling software, they
L'
were also offering Radio Ham communication equipment.
,,--,r.-.
t·
Ossett
may be a bit too far for Roger Quaintance to
go pe~so~ally, but he is hoping to get someone to run
,
a stall for him. He also plans to go to Hove.
,'.
KNIGHT
COMPUTER
SERVICES
were selling
their
new
Publisher package for the Dragon 64, along with other
graphics
programs.
It"s nice to see someone
supporting the 64. Steven reported that it had been a
pleasing
day, doubling their Hove takings. Ossett is
a distinct
possibility
but Hove
is a little too
far
ahead
to
yes
or
no
as
yet.
j ~
r ,
DRAGSOFT .••• Now this lad is going places. (Sorry Ed,
please don"t edit this all out). Released at the show
was the new Slow but Sure, 15K.Basic multi-screen
dumper for Epson compatibles. Most other programs are
still selling well. I covered the cost of petrol so
I"m happy. Ossett is doubtful, it's quite a trek for
me •. Hove is in my busy season but I shall do my best
to be there.
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PRESTON
GAMES were selling their usual wide range of
programs
along with various
Dragon
and printers.
Taking
up 2 stands they had quite a large display.
Their first
sale was a printer so they got off to a
good ~tart.
They were also getting through several
copies of Dragon Logic (keep up the good work). I was
about to ask about Ossett when he promptly gave me an
application
form for a stall at the affore mentioned
show ...so I guess he's going!
DATALINK
SYSTEMS
- I wish they'd turned up. They
would
have sold
lots of discs for sure and helped
several other stands sell programs. Unfortunately the
dreaded
flu had struck again and they were unable to
attend.
Being
a fairly local company, not dedicated
to the Dragon
or Tandy, they will not be attending
Ossett
or Hove,
but if there is a Weston show in
1990, they may be at that one. They sell discs,
paper,
labels etc. and will give prices if you phone
them on 0495 291911.
DRAGONFIRE
SERVICES,
recently
purchased
by Robin
Hemmings,
were more than happy with their first show .
although
they had nothing to compare it to. They are
making
plans for both Ossett and Hove. Among their
plans
for the future
is a Dragon
version of
Intelligent Database, converted from Tandy.
While everybody
was surprised and disappointed with
the incredibly small turnout, those who had turned up
did spend money.
Nobody
is
planning
to
get
rich
by
selling
Dragon
and Tandy supplies, all they want to
do is maintain interest in the best 8-bit proc~ssor
ever made.
We promise
to write the programs, we
promise
to publish the magazines and newsletters and
if we sell software,
if we get ,subscribers and
contributors for our magazines, then at least we know
you are still out there. Both software and magazines
are cheaper
than those
for other computers
and
unbeatable
value
for money.
In particular,
the
programs
that have been produced over the last few
years are far superior
t6 those availablewhen the
Dragon was more commercially'viable.
All in all, it was a fair day. I hope it was just the
fog and flu that caused such a low turnout. Most of
us are heading for Ossett (April 21) and Hove (June
2), let's see YOU there too.
Hike Townsend
FOR FUf<THER SIIDl'J
NEWS AND COMMENT TURN TO PAGE 31

6809 HINTS

AND '!'IPS

Sometimes you get a tape that, no-matter ~Ihatyou do,

One of the most unusual topics
covered by the BBC'~ recently
times and followed all the tips in the "Cassette rEpelted Software Show, was the
Recorder Care" article (see last Issue) but all to no use of Computers in designing
avail. Tape Doctors are OK providing you know what is T-Shirts.
The method is as
missing once it's loaded and providing you can get in follows:
the program. HOrJever, there remains one other option First create your design using one
you can try••••
of
the many Graphic packages
A few weeKS ago, a young lad you had recently aqquired available. Once the design is
a Dragon 32, gave me a whole load of tapes that complete,
you must produce a
wouldn't load.· I said that as I had a tape copier airror image of it. This canbe
program (Hilton Utilities I) I would try to re-record achieved
using the likes of
them for him. One thing that he didn't realise is that Picture Maker or CAD-6809. Then
t~e~e ~~ a ~erfectly good copy of most programs on the dump the design to your printer
reverse side of the tape, 50rr;eof them has no Iabels on and take a photocopy of it. It may
(rie 1j/ st'ae. Utilities 1 made a good job of a few
be wise to Enlarge the design for
tapes but others failed to load due to damaged tape and printing purposes.
some were too large for my copier to handle (If anybody Ne::t mix 1 dash of white spirits
can convert Utilities 1 to run on a Dragon 64, please with 2 dashes of water and add a
let Jfleknow). This left a problem. Using AUDIO ON and little washing liquid. Then paste
MOTOR ON, I listened to the programs, some had varying the liquid over the back of the
volume or were to quiet altogether so I made up some photocopy and then the front,
leads to connect my cassette recorder to my stereo Place the front of the photocopy
aa,plifier - BOTH CHANNELS - this is important. N.:xtI over a white T-shirt and firmly
played the tape on my stereo and recorded it on my press the paper with a roller,
cassette recorder, the automatic velune control evened Then gently remove the paper and
out the volume and increased it on quiet tapes. On a your design should appear on the
couple of tapes, this was all that was required to make T-Shirt. The experiment depends
U,em load. Two other stijl foijed my attempts. I upon the type of photocopier you
listened to them again and found that they were lacking use, some may use different inks
In sparkle. Hew could I gst so~e treble back? The Dolby
or toners, so you might have to
syste,~on my stereo came to the rescue. When recording. experimentwith a few machines.
a Dolby amplifies high +requenctes where tape hiss
occurs, then attenuates it on play-back. The music now Here are some useful tips to speed
sounds normal but the tape hiss has vaniShed, I playerl up and slow down programs:the part!y repaired tape on my cassette recorded and SLOW-POKE 359,60
re-recorded it on my stereo, using 'Dolby C'. One taps
NORMAL-POKE359,57: POKE65494 ,1:
worked first time, and aftEr repeating this process, 50 POKE65496 ,1
Old another. The new Dragon recruit was pleased, I was 501. FASTER-POKE 65495,1
plEased and I hope that you too will be pleased with 1001.FASTER-POKE 65497,1
the resul~s. If you use a tape copier, don't forget ta When you use POKE 65497,1 you lose
use POKE144,1 before re-recording.
o~tput to the TV set, 50 slow it
================================
down to regain TV output.
BY MIKE TOWNSEND
=
=
BY DON MORRISON ft BARRY HITCHINGS
:.::=========-===== .. --_:;-::--:-::::===
Hi 11 not load. You've reset the veluae control a dozen

::-:=":::==:':;.=~':':"--
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NEWS

NEWS NEWS

Former New ,Era proprieter, Simon Jones, has been the subject of
controversy following his decision to sell the publishing rights
9f 6809 User to n~ly created Sunnydale publications, Roger
Uuaintance, Editor of 6809 User, has aileged that Mr Jones, now
pursuing a career in newspaper Journalism, had failed to forward
all remaining subscriptions as had been agreed. In a recent
interview with Dragon Logic, Mr Quaintance clailed that he had
not received the full amount paid by subscribers, but that this
would in no way jeopardise the future of the maga2i~e.
Paul Grade of the NDUG has, however, been quick to quash any
suggestion that Si~on Jones was involved in any such i~proper
dealing and in a recent Editorial claimed that Mr Quaintance has
failed to recognise that the running of an amatuer publication
was not a profit making concern and that in his position as
publisher of 6809 User, Si~on Jones had incurred major personal
debts, The controversy surroundingSunnydale's
takeover comes at a
critical time for the company, having only recently taken control
of the publication.

_D:JU.lJI
The
National Dragon
Users
Group
have
confirmed the date ·of
their 1990 Hove Show as
being Saturday June 2.
Further details can be
obtained
froa
Paul
Grade, 6 Navarino Road,
Worthing, Sussex.
Bob
Preston
has
announced plans to stage
a Spring show in Ossett.
No date has yet been
confir.ed
but it is
expected that the event,
one
of
the
most
successful
in recent
years, will be held in
mid-April.
Contact
Preston
Gal:!es for
further detai 1s.

Newly created Drax Public Domain are to develop the Dragon
equivalent of the smash hit arcade racing simulation ••. OUTRUN.
Dragon Outrun, written by 14 year old programmer Barry Hitchings,
is said to feature ~ny aspects of the original coin-op including
3D Braphics and up to 15 stages.
The NDUG have iQQUired a
One of the most successful coin-op conversions of all time,
batch of Altai Joystick
OUTRUN has featured on most popular micros and has only now been
interfaces,
The
converted to Dragon for~at,
Interfaces enable one to
The Group have also announced that their Typewriter emulator,
use either C0A4odore or
Type Write, is to be scrapped following problems in its Atari type Joysticks and'
development. The program is to be replaced by Write It, which is .can accoroodate up to two
said to feature text editing, .argins, Word Wrap, Load/Save
joysticks at any time.
operations and a host of other facilties. Also nearing co~pletion
Price including post and'
is Spellcheck, a small utility to be used in conjunction with
pacing is £2.20 and the
Write It.
devices can be obtained
And in keeping with their promise to provide utilities as Hell as through the usual NDUG
arcade games, Drax are about to release Drax-Draw, a Graphics art address.
package, written in Basic but contains the majority of features
Dragon Logic HOUld· like
found in Machine Code art packages. Drax-Draw features a low-res
to express its gratit~de
animator, which provides up to 8 screeni of animation and can be
to
Bob
Preston for
used in all Graphics ~es including,th2 text screen,
representing
the
Meanwhile the Library are desperate seeking further programs for
interests
of
the
release, following the loss of ~le of their master copies. Anyone
magazine at the recent
interested should write to Barry HitEh!ngs, 123 Cowick Road,
Weston show.
Tooting, London, SW17 BLJ.
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LETTERS

If you would like to correspond with any section of
the magazine write to Dragon Logic, 72 Diriebught
Road, Inverness, IV2 3QT

I was most annoyed to raed in Issue 10 of Dragon Logic a number of errors in relation to
my sons' company, KNIGHT COMPUTER SERVICES, and I hope you will give me this opportunity
to correct these,
First Knight Computer Services is the trading name used by my two sons - Stephen,
responsible for all the Dragon programs and David, who produces the graphic designs on the
Dragon but who mainly works with the Atari ST. I have iibdirect involVl!ment in their
business other than assisting Stephen at the various Dragon shows and occasional
publicity.
Secondly for any quote on the future of KCS ask Stephen! For you interest the "quote" of
mine originally came from an informal discussion with Paul Grade when I asked him about
the 1ack of KCS reviel'ISin Dragon Update and stated that without reviews Stephen's
programs ~lereobviousl y not going to sell well and if things did not improve IN MY OPINION
he would reconsider the Dragon market.
Since that time in October, he has had several good reviews and the response at Weston
including the sale of Publisher his latest release, despite the low attendance was better
than at Brighton, which saw mainly user interest rather than sales. Software has continued
to sell especially the Publisher package and no doubt I and the rest of the family will .be
"assisting" on the KCS stand at Bob Preston's April Ossett sho«,
Howard Knight, 76 Etwall Road, Hall Green, Birmingham, B28 OLE.
Editor Replies:I can assure Hr Knight that no malice was intended in our News Report, nor
was there any intention on our part to heighten fears amongst the Dragon fraternity as
regards the future of the company - we merely reported the facts with which we were
supplied. The NDUG is a reliable ·source of information, and its Chairman, Paul Grade,
regularly provides us with News information, It was this information, supplied to us by
Paul Grade, with which we based our News Report - there was no attempt to sensationalise
the facts.
The Ne~lsReport in question claimed, "Howard Knight, of KCS, has stated that unless sales
improve dramatically the company may be forced to leave the market towards the end of the
year." The fact that these claims were made in an informal discussion is irrelevant - Mr
Knight claimed that the company would be forced to withdraw from the market - and repeats
it again in his letter - unless sales improved. That was what was stated in the
discussion, and that is what we reported.
I would like to think that Dragon Logic has always supported KCS. In·the past we have
featured many News items on the company and we were the first to feature an interview with
Stephen Knight, proprietor of KCS. And since the company's launch, ~lehave featured
reviews of all of their major releases, with Dragon Graphics: Studio being voted the best
Utility of 1988 by our readers. Last Issue featured reviews of both Publisher and Text
Screen Printer, the latter of which has been featured in this Issue, such is my enthusiasm
for the company and their progressive ideas.
If Mr Knight takes offence at my having described him as the co-proprietor of KCS, then I
apologise but in my opinion the Report was entirely factual and I stand by my every word,
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The paltry attendance at the recent Colour
Computing Convention in Weston is further
example of the growing wave of apathy
currently encircling the Dragon fraternity.
An attendance figure of between 80 and 100
is quite simply a pathetic reflection on the
Dragon fraternity in general and one which
must be criticised severely.
In the UK today estimates show that there
are at least -3000 active Dragon users and
yet of that respectible figure, a tiny
minority
show
some
semblance
of
responsibility, whilst the vast majority
thrive on the efforts of those willing to
spare their time and more importantly, their
finance.
The heady days of the Horticultural Show,
with its thousands of visitors, are-long
past so Dragon users must now exist on the
likes of the Colour Computer Convention,
Hove and Ossett - three excellent venues
which
have
proved their worth. And
regardless of the Weather conditions, the
location of the show or whatever excuse one
could muster, the fact remains that if fewer
than 100 people feel the need to appear at
such events, then it is a sorry state of
affairs indeed.
A great deal of time and effort gees into
staging such events and though few shows
gross
vasts
profits, they provide a
life-line for smaller suppliers. Cut off
that life line and the market as we know it,
simply disintegrates.
. 1990 promises at least two further shows,
Ossett in April and Hove in June, and it
would seem, bar some miracle, that the Hove
event may prove to be the last major Dragon
show
ever
staged, a situation which
inevitably nails the coffin on the future of
the
Dragon. Without shows, commercial
support
disappears. Without commercial
support,
there
is no market.

_Former Dragonfire Services proprietor,
Andrew Hill, has formed a new company. in the
aftermath of Dragonfire's recent takeover.
So as to maintain his link with the Dragon_
market, Mr Hill has created A-M Enterprises
which
will
continue to stage Dra~on
Conventions, similar to that held recently
in Weston, despite the apparent failure of
the previous Colour Computer Convention. Hr
Hill has also stated that A-M Enterprises
Hill continue to publish Dragon Magazine,
though exact details concerning the future
of the publication have yet to be revealed.
Write to A-M Enterprises, Blaina Enterpris~
Centre, Blaina, Gwent, NP3 3JW for further
detai 1s.
West
German
hardware
manufacturers, ':.
Siegfrfeds Schraubenzieher have announced>
that they are to pullout of the Dragon - market. The four partners in the company,
all
of whom are students, reluctantly
decided to close down the company towards
the end of 1989. Although SSZ is now
officially defunct, the company's RS232
Interfaces and Mouse Interfaces are still
available, though the Tastat-Uhr has been
withdrawn, following difficuities in - its
-development.

-------------------------------------------Dragon user, Graham Strong, has recently
released a series of powerful databases,
said to be compatible with the Dragon 32/64
and DragonDOS.
The programs feature full facilities
including search, sort and print and come in
the form of 1) Names and AddreSSES, which
can store up to 170 items, 2) Magazine
details, similar to Magbase, 3) LP Records
or Cassette, storing up to 2800 items and 4)
QSO contacts with a capacity of over 3000
items. Programs 1 & 2 are available for £4
each whilst the latter 2 are available for
£6 each. Contact Graham Strong, Coleridge
Crescent, Goring by Sea, Sussex, BN126LT.

DRAGON

72 DIRIEBUGHT ROAD
INVERNESS, IV2 3QT.
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Dr.gon
Logic has in it5 first few mcnths
of tradin~,
~~co~e
ohe of the
most popular
amatuer
6809 publicatiuns
in recent
years.
Publ,shed
bi-monthly,
Dragon
Logic
offer~
intelligent
and thought
provoklng
articles
to
cater
for all ages and all capabilities,
all
almed
at
sustaining
further.
the life of the Dragon,
undoubtedly
one
of the finest 8-bit machines
ever produced.
Dr.gon
L~9ic's
team
of writers
consist
entirely
of volunteer
Dragon
enthusiasts
who
are
wholly
committed
to
the survival
of both the
Dragon and Tandy machines.
The
ma~azine
is Edited
and Published
by Donald Horrison
with re~ular
contrlbutions
from
leading
Dra~on
writers
including
Jonathan
Cartwright,
one
of
the finest programmers
in the Dra~on
market, Ray
Smith
of ~DUG's
Graphic5
Library
and Stuart
Seardwood,
well known for
~lS excellent
work at the Westgarth
Childrens
Home.
Dragon
Logic
carries
a wide range of information
features
including
~achlne
Code
programming,
Graphics
and Music Software,
Entertainment
Software,
Adventure
playing,
Hardware
projects,
program
listings,
Show
reports,
Book
Reviews,
Charts,
Clubs
information,
hints and tips,
up-to-date
news
and
EXCLUSIVE
interviews
with the big names in the
Dragan world.
With
Dr~g~n
Logic
you not only get what i5 without
doubt the finest
Dragon
publication,
but also the kind of service
which puts us ahead
of
OUr
competitors
Programming
advice,
adventure
help, special
offers, competitions
and much much more.
Dr.g~n
Logic
i~ available
in 40 plus pages, making
it .wjt~out doubt,
the largest Dragan
magazine,
for
a mere £1 per Issue or alternatlvely,
£6 p.a. (Prices include
Post and Packing).
WHAT

THE

PUBLIC

HAVE

SAID
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DRAGON

LOGIC

"Th~
flr.t issue of Dragon
Logic
was very good and a joy to read. The
o t er v i ew
with
Harry Whitehouse
was good, per·haps the best I 've ever
read'" - Matthew
de Monti.
"I
thought
Dr e q o n
Logic
looked
well produced."
- Helen Armstrong,
Dr_gon User.
"I
must congr_tulate
you on your efforts
in producing
Dr"90n
LoglC.
It Is interesting
and
has
a
va~ied
subject
matter."
Jonathan
CartwrlQht.
Starshio
Softw~~~.
"Th .. best Fanzlne
yet for the Dragon."
- Ray Smith.
"Don_ld
Morrison
must
be
congratulatlld
for
his
work."
- Dragon
Magazine.
"It
is very
well
deSigned
and
offers
an interesting
selection
of
articles."
- 6809 User.
"A
professional
looking
maga.ine.
Dragon
Logic
shows
a
lot
of
promlse."
- Paul Gr_de,
Dragon
Update.
i
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On The Spot

EXCL(JS~!

The lOst recent news story to emerge has been the rather abrupt demise of New Era
Publications. Formerly owned by Simon Jones, the task of re-vitalising b809 User falls to
one Roger Quaintance, whose first ventlJre into the Dragon market resulted in the creation
of Sunnysoft. In On The Spot, this Issue, Dragon Logic talks to Roger Quaintance in an
Exclusive and frank interview and discusses the many proble~s he has faced as Proprietor
of Sunnysoft and those which lie ahead of him in his new positit~Qn.
WHY DID YOU SET UP SUNNYSOFT AND WHAT DI~·YOU HOPE TO ACHIEVE BY DOING SO?
I have for many years written specialist programs for my own use and also to tutor others.
My wife and I run an animal rescue centre and when methods were being sought to finance
it, the question of producing software was raised. Hence Sunnysoft arose, the receipts
from which go to the Sunnydale Animal Rescue Centre.
WHY DID YOU MAKE A PERSONAL CHOICE TO BUY A DRAGON?
I first bought a Dragon when they were being sold off cheaply, following the demise of
Dragon Data. It was simply the best value for money (as time has proved) around at the
ti~e.
WHAT EXPERIENCE HAD YOU HAD WITH THE DRAGON PRIOR TO CREATING SUNNYSOFT?
Many years using and programming for my own enjoyment.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THE DRAGON?
The answer to that question is simple - quite apart from being a programmer's machine, the
real winning point is the people who use it.
00 YOU THINK THAT DRAGON USERS ARE DOING ENOUGH TO KEEP THE DRAGON ALIVE?
A few people are doing a lot but the majority of people are doing very little. Ever~
Dragon user owes it to himself to contribute something on a regular basis. Most people '
think that just subscribing to a magazine is sufficient - it is NOT - without feedback, in
the for~ of letterslarticles no magazine can survive and without them a stalemate
situation will soon arise.
HOW DO YOU RATE THE DRAGON AS A GAMES MACHINE?
Not being familiar with the facilities and games available on other computers, I can only
say that I aI surprised that so much has been accOGplished out of 50 little IelOry. My
main interest are utility program for radio and business, wordprocessors, spreadsheets,
graphics packages etc.
HAS YOO WOR1<WITH TI-[DRAGON BEEN AN ENJOYABLE EXPERIOCE AND WWlT HAS MADE IT WORTmlILE?
I DU,t have faund it enjoyable; to have taken over 6809 User, as no one would take on that
a.aunt of work if they didn't, What really lakes it worthwhile is the wonderful friends
that I have made, even if they didn't buy IlIE! a drink a·tHove.
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IN THE, LIGHT OF THE RECENT TAKEOVER OF NEW ERA, COULD YOU EXPLAIN THE REASONING BEHIND
YOUR DECISION TO BUY THE COMPANY?
I have not taken over Ne~ Era, nor have I bought 6809. I have taken over the production of
6809 User, which is a totally different thing. My reason for doing so,is simply to
continue the magazine and to improve the service available to other Dragon users.
WHAT EXACTLY DOES THE DEAL WITH SIMON JONES INVOLVE?
There was no deal as such. A sum of 65p for each outstanding issue was passed over with
the membrship list. This sum irrespective of what was actually paid by contributors was
all that Simon possessed. I a~ now responsible for 6909 User and all previo~5 debts, if
there were ahy, and other NEW ERA product5 re:llair)
the responsibility of Sill\OnJones. I did
expect to receive· the Flll amount paig bycontri'butors, but it will not affect the future
of the magazine.
HOW ctN=IDENT

ARE YOU THAT THE DECISION TO TAKE CONTRr:l.OF 6809 USER WAS THE RISHT ONE? .

I have no doubts that the decision was the right one.
H(lj 00 YOU RATE THE DRAGON AS AN PLTERNATIVE TO n£ MACHINES OF TODAY?
~ long as I a~ able to do all of the things that I want to on the Dragon, I have no
interest in look~ng at other machines.

HOW SERIOUS A SET BACK DO YOU FEEL THE DEMISE OF DRAGON USER HAS PROVED TO BE?
The decline of interest and support resulted in the demise of Dragon User - that is a
fact. The setback to the Dragon world as i whole is rather more difficult ~uestion to
answer. It is greatly missed but lDanyother publications are trying to fill the gap and
between them I am sure that they will.
HAVE YOU ANY NEilSOFTWARE TITLES NEARING COI'fLETION?
I very lOch doubt that I shall have ti~e to write any ~ore programs for the forseeable
future as Iy ti~ is taken up with 6809 User.
WHAT DOES H£ FUTURE HCtD FOR THE FEW REMAININGDRA60N PMTl£R MAGAZINES, IN VIEW OF DRAGON
USER •S DEMI SE?
The main reason for the demise of Dragon User ~as the high overheads compared to their
income. AGatuer magazines do not have high wage bills, accomdation costs or other
associated overheads, and are therefore in a much better position to thrive.
TO WHAT EXTENT TO YOU ATTRIBUTE THE CONTIl-UED SURVIVAL OF THE DRA6()1TO THE EFFORTS OF THE
I1EDIA?
Without the efforts of a few enthusiasts producing newsletters, lagazines etc software
houses would hive next to no contact with their customers, show organisers would be unable'
to publicise their shows and basically the Dragon scene ~ould rapidly shrink into
obscurity.
HOW Wf"IDENT ARE YOU THAT YOU CAN SOCCESSfUlY REVITrt.ISE 6809 USER?
What I intend to do is to increase our 'overseas coverage, which at present Includes only
five countrie.s, and to further laprove content and presentation.
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H(lIIHAVE THE DRl\GON COMMUN IlY RESPONDED
TO SUNNYSOFT SINCE ITS LAUNCH?
After a quiet start much interest has
been
shown, by the amatuer radio
fraternity, at whom most of my progri4s
are aimed.
HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO CRITICS WHO
DESCRIBE NEW ERA'S LITERATURE AS BEING
"ECONOMICAL WITH THE TRUTH" AND DO YOU
FEEL THE CONTROVERSY 6809 USER HAS
INVARIABLY STIRRED HAS AFFECTED ITS
STANDING IN THE DRAGON COMMUNITY?
I . can only assulle that so called
critics have not read the ~agazine
lataly. I am not prepared to print
anything that I have not ersonally
checked. I cannot comment on previous
policy policy as I had no·control over
it. My job is to produce an interesting
dnd informative magazine, this I will
do
my utmost to achieve without
rubbishing
other publications, or
entering personal backbiting.
AS
A PROGRAMMER DO YOU FIND IT
DIFFICULT TO DEVISE NEW TITLES FOR THE
DRAGON?
As I only write utility or specialist
software there is no problem.

To mark the end of yet another eventful yet.r,
Dragon Legic presents· its Elite of '89 Chart
Special.
All you have to do is enter your nominations fer
each
category
on the attached entry slip
(phCltocopied entry forms are permitted), along ~Jith
your name and address and SEnd the~ te Dragon
Logic, Charts, 72 Diriebught Rose, Inverness, IV2

30T.
And in a special prize draw, the senders of the
first three entries drawn will also receive a copy
of Kouga Sofbare's hit release ... Ball Dozer.
1) Best Arcade game of '89.
2) Best Adventure of '89.
3) Programmer of the year.
4) Supplier of the year.
S) MagazinE of the year.
6) Best utility of '89.
7) Most underrated product of '89.
8) Best peripheral of '89.
~) ~ost valuable individual of '89.
10) Most promiSing newcomer.

***********************************************1*1*
*
Elite of '89 Chart Entry Form
*
f .

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOUR PROGRAMS SPAN
FROM YOUR OWN REQUIREMENTS AS A USER?
I only write what I personally need, if
it appears to be of use to others then
1 market it.

---

-------
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My Nominations are -
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ON AVERAGE HOW MANY UNITS OF ANY
PARTICULAR PROGRAM CAN YOU HOPE TO

*3

B

1

SELL?

*

One Q\Dre than I Qet paid for and one
less than I have in stock. Seriously, I
al not the person to answer that
quest ion
- Iy progr us are very
specialised
with a very small
lirket.

t

•

I
•

4 ••••••••••••••••••••
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SEE IT SHOOT IT

THIS DISK
COSTS
£14.99

THIS DISK
COULD COST
£2,000

It's against the law to pirate
software. You can be fined £2,000
or go to prison for six months.
THIS CAMPAIG.'IIIS QRUANISED 6Y

ELSPR

EUROPEAN LEISUFIE ;:,onWAAE
PUSlIS1-4EAS

ASSOC'"

TKlN

Any information on piracy
should be passed to
The Federation Against Software Theft.

I
PIRACY

IS THEFT

··1 '
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